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ABSTRACT

This annual report surveys activities of the Arcs
Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) and summarizes disarmament
developments for the calendar year 1968. An act of Congress, states
that ACDA must have such a position within the Government that it can
provide the President, the Secretary of State, other officials of the
executive branch, an.d the congress with recommendations concerning
United States arms control and disarmament policy, and can asses the
eftect ot tnese recommendations upon our fcreign policies, our
national security policies, and our economy. Major subjects of the
report ace: 1) Strategic Arms Limitations Talk; (SALT); 2) Nuclear
Arms Control Proposals; 3) Chemical and Biclot2ical Weapms Control;
4)
Arms Control Measure for the Seabed; 51 Nonproliferation of
Nuclear Weapons; 6) Conventional Arms and Military Expenditu.
7)
Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions in Central Europe; 8) General
Advisor' Committee; and, 9) Agenc' Operations. ACDA policy, research
activities, interagency relationslip, status of the Social Science
Advisory Board, and public information services ace discussed. It is
noted that a questionnaire was sent to institutions of higher
learning as a result of increasing academic interest in courses
related to arms control and. disarmament. Appendices to the report
include texts of Presidential messages, policy addresses, treaty
drafts, Geneva Protocol of 1925, as well as lists of ACDA Depository
libraries, tter'bers of the Social Scier,:e Advisory Board, and
officials of the Agency. (Author/JSB)
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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL

To the Congress of the United States
It is with a sense of gratification that I transmit to the Congress the Ninth
Annual Report of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

The events of the past year have shown that through negotiation we can
move toward the control of armaments in a manner that 1% ill bring a greater
measure of security than we can obtain from arms alone.
There is reason to be hopeful of the possibility that an understanding can
be reached with the Soviet Union which will permit both nations to reduce
the burden and danger of competitive development of strategic arms.
The process has begun. The preliminary, exploratory phase of the Strategic

Arms Limitation Talks was held in Helsinki in November and December
Ambassador Gerard Smith, the Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, whom I named to head our delegation to the Talks, reported
to me that the exchange of views was serious and augured well for the next
phase to begin in Vienna in April.

We have undertaken these negotiations because it is in our interest to do
so. We believe the Soviet Union recognizes a similar interest. In addition,
continuing technological ad ances in weapons systems give warning that
delay will only complicate the arduous task of achieving agreements.

The other nations of the world are looking to the United States and the
Soviet Union to limit and reduce our strategic arsenals. I believe that a verifiable agreement which will limit arms on both sides will in fact enhance mutual
security.

The report which I now send to you describes the contribution of the Arms

Control and Disarmament Agency to the preparation for and the conduct
of negotiations on strategic arms limitation. The report also describes efforts
in pursuit of other arms control measures directed to controlling chemical
warfare and bacteriological research, to bringing the nonproliferation treaty

into effect and to banning nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass
destruction from the seabed.

In transmitting this report, I reaffirm my Administration's concern with the
substance rather than the rhetoric of arms control. Wherever possible, consistent with our national security, I want our talents, our energies and our
wealth to be dedicated, not to destruction, but to improving the yrality of life
for all our people.

THE WittTF. House,

February, 1970

UNITED STATES ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY
wAS, N,ONI

OFFICE OF
1-1E DIRECTOR

January 20, 1970

Mr. President:

I submit herewith to you for transmittal
to the Congress, as required by the Arcs Contro7
and Disarmament Act, the ninth annual report
concerning the activities of the U. S. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency.
This report covers the perioo from January 1,
1969 to the end of the calendar year.
he Agency
has arranged for it to be printed by the Government Printing Office.

Resp

fully,

/

/
.

.-

t,ed-t,e'/..543414..e:/
Gerard Smith
/,`

The President,
The White House.
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PRESIDENT NIXON TCLD THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE

IN

HIS

INAUGURAL

ADDRESS, "After a period of confrontation, we : re entering an era of

"one of the most momentous negotiations ever entrusted to an American
delegation." During this prelimi-

negotiation."

nary phase, a work program was
drawn up as the basis for the sub-

The U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA), in its

stantive negotiations 'o follow, and
agreement was rea :hed that the talks

activities during 1969, has played its

would resume in Vienna on April 16,

part in seeking to implement this

1970.

policy by seeking alternatives to arms
competition in the pursuit of national
security.

on Ditrmament (CCD) replaced

The Conference of the Committee

the Eighteen- Nation Committee on
Disarmament (ENDC), meeting in

The President stated at the time of
his appointment of Gerard C. Smith
as Director, on January 29, "The tasks

Geneva. The membership was ex-

of the Arms Control and Disarma-

today while maintaining its effectiveness as a relatively small negotiating
body which serves as the world's principal forum for multilateral arms
control negotiations.' The Agency

ment Agency belong to the most imporant of my Administration. . . I
am di .cting that the role and status

of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency within the U.S. Gov-

ernment be upgraded. Mr. Smith will

have direct and ready access to the
Secretary of State and to the President and will participate in all meetings of the National Security Council
at which matters within the scope of
his mission are considered."
The year 1969 briught progress in
a number of areas of endeavor in the
arms control field.

panded to 26 nations in order to make

it more representative of the world

'See

ppendix I, p. 37.

The Committee. which el-ets at the
Palais des Nations n Geneva, will enter
its ninth year ot. Fa. 17, 1970. It ssas
established under a joint 'J S.U.S.S.R,
agreement and welcomed by the General
Assembly. While it is not a U.N. body.

it reports to the General Assembly and
the Disarmament Commission and is sery
ic-td by the U.N. Secretariat. Membership

is now made up of 6 NATO nations

Netherlands,
France, Italy,
United Kingdom, and United States
(France has never taken her scat at the
Canada,

The United States and the Soviet
table)and Japan; 6 from
Union began the Strategic Arms confecence
the Warsaw Pa :tBulgaria, CzechoLim'tation Talks (SALT) with a slovakia, llungat f, Poland, Romania,
Mongolia; and 12
preliminary phase in Helsinki from and U.S.S
November

17

to

December

22.

AMA's Director grnith was named
to lead what President Nixon termed
Introduction
571-815 0 -70-- -2

nonalignee nations Argentina, Brazil,
Burma, Ethiopia, India, Mexico, Morocco,
Nigeria, Pakistar, , Seeeden, United Arth
Republic, and Yugoslrvia.
1

participated in ENDC and CCD discussio.rs from March 18 to May 22
and from July 3 to October 30. The
U.S. delegation was headed at vari
ous times by the Directo; of ACDA,
the Deputy Director, and the Assistant Director for International Re la"ons. Tn addition, the Director and

Kingdom, and the Soviet Union)
and 40 other nations have deposited
their instruments of ratification. It is
anticipated this number will be
reached early in 1970.

Before multilateral or bilateral ne-

gotiations on an arms control meas

the Assistant Director for Interna-

ure are begun, exhaustive work must

tional Relations were members of the
U.S. de'egation to the twenty-fourth
U.N. General Assembly, which met
from September 16 to December 17.

be done to insure that the sec'rity
interests of the United States; ooth
imr..ediate and long-range, are fully

The United States and the Soviet
Union, as Co-Chairmen of the Conference of the Colirmittee on Disarm-

undertaken.

ament, ,abled a joint it ift treaty

banning nuclear weapons and other
weapons of mass destruction from the

seabed. After some revision in response to the views of other member3

of the Committee, the treaty draft
was annexed to the report of the
CCD to the U.N. General Assembly.

It was the subject of debate in the
General lssembly and was then re-

manded to the CCD for further
consideration.
Substantive discussions too place

at the Geneva Conference and in the
General Assembly on arms control
measures related to chemical and biological weapons. President Nixon

protected, and that necessary consul-

tations with our allies have been

The formulation of U.S. policy on
arms control is the result of extensive
coordination and consultatioa within

the Government. ACDA ha, maintained (iay-to-clay contact with the
Departments of State and Defense,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Central
Intelligence Agency, the Atomic
Energy Commission, and other executive departments and agencies engaged in national security affairs.
The primary device for the review
and coon"nation of such recommendations is the National Security
Council. 'Upon taking office, Presi-

sigaificant U.S. policy decisions re-

dent Nixon revitalized the NSC as
the orgar 'zation responsirr for consideration of policy issues requiring
Presidential determination. The Director of ACDA participated in ten
sessions of the NSC on relevant na-

Progress was made in Geneva in

ACCA has planned and manned
an integrated research program in

gave great impetus to these efforts
when on Nov embc i 25 he announced
lating to chemical and biological
agents and warfare.

developing an international exchange
of seismic data, which can he useful
in
effort to reach an agreement to
ban all nuclear weapons teas, including those conducted underground.

The United States and the Soviet
Union concurrently signed their instruments of ratification of the Treaty

on the Nonproliferatio. of Nuclear
Weapons. A total of 93 nations
have now signed the treaty and 25
have deposited their instruments of
ratification. The treaty will enter into
:3:Ce when the 3 depositary govern
ments I the United States, the United
2

tional security question.

support of its recommendations and

its conduct of international negotiations. The me, h has been carried out by internal stag' analysis supported 1:1/ outside contractors. The
field of inqc.'ry ranged from the com-

plex technology of strategic missile
systems, to political and social science
factors bearing on arms control issues.

This report describes the efforts
that have been niada in the past year
by the U.S. Arms Control and Dis-

annatirnt Agency toward solving

some of the major problems which
stand as obstacles to world security.
ACDA NINTH 1NN VAIL REPORT

STRATEGIC ARMS
LIMITATION TALKS
471.111.711:110096141br

7.0,1.70://701/1.ENYONZIleralin. aSealraaptlir.

MAMOIWOIMIMe"-

Where national security interests may have operated in the
past to stimulate the strategic arms race, those same
national security interests may now operate to stop or slow
down the race. The question to be faced in the strategic
arms talks is whether societies with the advanced intellect
to develop these awesome weapons of mass destruction
have the combined wisdom is control ad curtail them.,

THE PRELIMINARY PHASE OF THE
STRATEGIC ARMS LIMITATION TALKS

(SALT) was held in Helsinki from
November 17 to December 22. The
communique issued by the American
and Soviet delegations at the conclu-

sion characterized the exchar.r of
views as "....-eful to both sides." The
preliminary phase was exploratory in

naturea serious effort by both sides
to find common ground toward increasing ."atual security through
curbs on strategic arms. The cornmuniqve reported that as a result of
the exchange, "each side is able better to understand the N iews of the

other with respect to the problem

under consideration. An understanding was reached on the general range
of questions which v ill be the subject
of further United States-Soviet
exchanges."

The stage was thus set for the main
negotiations, which are scheduled to
begin in Vienne on April 16, 1970.

Secretary of State Rogers. Nov. 13,
full text

1969. See Appendix II, p. 39
of address.

'See Appendix II f, p 44.

Strategic Arms Limitation Talks

In his message to Ambassador
Gerard Smith on the occasion of the
opening of the talks in He/sink: on
November 17, President Nixon said:
". . . for our part we will be guided
by the concept of n aintaining 'suf-

ficiency' in the forces required to zu-otect ourselves and our allies. I

recognize that the leaders of the

Soviet Union bear similar defense responsibilities." And he instructed
Ambassador Smith and the American

delegation to approach the negotia"recogniring the legitimate
se::trity interests on each side."
Secretary of State Rogers said on
November 3, "Previous disparity is
nuclear strength has been succeeded
by the sit .tion of sufficiency . . .
and, because this condition will continue for the foreseeable future, the
time seems to be propitious for contions

sidering how to curb the race 'n which
neither side in all likelihood can gain
meaningful advantage."

In recent years it has become increasingly apparent that competitive

accumulation of weapons will not
guarantee the basic security of either

side, !x. use any attempt to seek
3
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strategic advantage will be met by
count .rrneasures to preserve a retaliatory capability. This mutual capability for assured destruction, there-

fore, provides a basis for a mutual
limitation of strategic weapons.

interests and to maintain its commitments around the ssorld. In this conhertion, he discussed the semantics
of the U.S. strategic nuclear posture

and observed in the context of today's weaponry "sufficiency" is a more

"There is one thing stronger than
all the arniies in the world and that

is an idea whose time has come."
This quotationattributed to Victor
Hugo--might thus be applied to the

agreement finally reached by the
United States and she Soviet Union
to 1.old strategic arms limitation talks.

A little over 2 years after the
United States called on the Soviet
Union to explore the possibility of an

agreement, Soviet Foreign Minister
Gromyko said in a speech to the Supreme Soviet on June 27, 1968, One
of the unexplored regions of disarmament is the search fc: an understand-

ing on mutual rest:iction and subsequent reduction of strategic vehicles

for the delivery of nuclear weapons

offensive and defensiveincluding

anti-missile. The Soviet Government
is ready for an exchange of opinion
on this question."

Unfortunately, the Ny,rldwide expectation that at last discussions could
beg.n to find a way out of the nuclear

arms competition proved premature.

appropriate term than either "superiority," or "parity."

Though the work which had been
done by the previous Administration
prior to January 1969 seas extremely
useful, the President asked for a de-

tailed study before engaging in the

talks. In addition to an overall review
of military requirements, the National
Security Council established an inter-

agency steering committee to study
the issue of strategic arms control.
This committee was headed by
ACDA's Director Gerard Smith, and
included high-level representatives of

the Department: of State and Defense, the Joint chiefs of Stiff, the
CIA, the Atomic Energy Commission,

and the National Security Council
staff. The group was instructed to
study the strategic, political, and
verification aspects of arms control
options. Its task included developing
a range of options for limiting strategic arms, an evaluating the implications of each
The steering comm+Jec was supported by a number of panels which

Esen as arrangements were being
made on a time and place for the

worked on detailed technical and

talks, Czechoslovakia svas invaded by
Warsas, Pact troops, and the m-Jment
of opportunity dissolved.

of the problem using modem computer techniques where required.

strategic analyses of specific a_pects

sworn in on January 20, the Soviet
Foreign Ministry took that occasion

Thus the steering committee's report
was the result of the efforts of many
experts in strategic planning, foreign
policy and anus control from alt the

once again t o e .7,press willingness to
enter into discussions. President

sponsibility for national security.

When the new U.S. President was

Nixon promptly yoked his support

Federal agencies sharing in the reA Verification Panel was also estab-

for the strategic talks, while pointirg
it that their timing and context also
were important.
At the same time, President Nixon
made it
r that it was the objective of his new Administration to be
sure that the United States has suffi-

lished under the chairmanship of Dr.
Henry Kissinger for the purpose of
evaluating the many complex verification problems associated with strategic arms control. The Director of

its

Attorney General; the Deputy Di.

cient military poser to defend
4
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'1,CDA ; the Under Secretary of State;
the Deputy Secretary of Defense; the
ACM N1NTP ANNUAL REPORT

rector of CIA; and the Assistant to
the Chairman, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff for Strategic Arms Negotiations
serve as members.

Helsinki on November 17, "for prelirtinary discussion of the questiors
involved." A similar announcement
was made in Moscow. Secretary
Rogers held a news conference later

The primary aims of the preparatory work were to define the effects
of specific constraints on specific

Government's approarsi to and ex-

weapons systems, and the verification
measures necessary for each possible

that they would be preliminary in

agreement in order to insura confidence that national security interests
are protected.

the same day to elaborate on the
pectatiuns for the talk.. He explained

nature and devoted to exploring what
subjects should be covered in the main
negotiations to follow. Although predicting that success in the talks eould

result in imrroved relations with the

On fi se 19 President Nixon announced at a news conference that
the National Security Council was
completing t),e preparation ,r tl e
strategic talks. Consultation with al-

Soviet Union which might have a
beneficial ell ect on other problem
areas in international relations, the

lied nitions was expected to continue

through the balance of June and
through July. The President said,
"We have set July 31 as a target

conduct of the talks.
The Under Secretaries Committee
of the National Security Council w as
charged with providing continuing

and Secretary Rogers has so informed
the Soviet Ambassador."

guidance for the U.S. negotiating

date for the beginning of the talks,

In early July the President announced that the U.S delegation to
SALT would be headed by ACDA
Director Smith, with (then) Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State Far/c-,, as

alternate U.S. representati e. Ambassador Philip J. Farley was :,sibsequently appointed Deputy Director of
ACDA and retains his role as alternate U.S. repr2sentative to SALT in
that positie.1 In addition to these
ACDA officials, the delebatiois list in-

cluded: former De, Jty Sccretiry of
Defense Pau/ Nitze; Ambassador
Llewellyn Thompson; to. mer Secretary of the Air Force Harold Brown;
and Lt. Gen. Royal B. Allison, USAF.
Altha igh Foreign Minister Gro,,-iy-

ko had reiterated Soviet interest in
SALT in a speech to the Supreme
Soviet in July, official word from the
Soviets as to a time and place for the
talks was not received until late
October.

On October 25 the Wt to douse
announced that the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks would begin in
Strategic Arms Limitatior. Talks

Secretary made clear that no precon-

ditions had been laid down for the

team. This Committee, in turn, estab-

lished a Backstopping Committee,
chaired by the Deputy Director of
ACDA, to provide day-to-day support

to the delegation in Helsinki.
The bilateral meetings began in an
atmosphere characterized as both
cordial and serious. The public opening stz..."ments made by Ambassador
Smith and by Ambass. dor Vladimir

S. Serneriov, the head of the Soviet
delegation, reflected the businesslike

approach of both sides to the task
ahead.

The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency's contribution to the
preparations for the talks and to the
conduct of the discussions themselves
,se.skreatly facilitated by the existence

of the extensive data be which had
been built from its continuing research program. To supplement and
support its internal research and ana-

lytical capabilities, the Agency has

external corarcts directed to the
technical aspects of the arms control

implications of both defensive and
of

strategic weapons. The

Agency also draws on the research
5
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capabilities of other Government
agencies to insure that all pertinent
information is brought to bear on
SALT considerations. The purpose of
this research is to gain detailed under-

standing of the nature and implications of strategic weapons systems and

sive missile performance characteristics, the upgrading of ballistic missile
submarines, upgrading surface-to-air
missiles to give them an ABM capability, and the detection of the presence of nuclear weapons.

A study which will evaluate the

of methods of verifying compliance
with various strategic arrr.s restric-

capability of manned and unmanned

tions under consideration.

mine whether or not performance

Potential arms control agreements

which limit the deployment and/or
testing of strategic weapons systems
may necessitate inspection systems
capable of detecting a change in the
characteristics of launch vehicles,
both offensive and defensive, and, in
the case of submarine launched ballistic

missiles

(SLBMs), the sub-

marines used to deploy them. ACD:t

is currently pursuing research programs to develop inspection systems
capable of detecting upgraded offen-

sensors at a missile to -t range to deter-

characteristics of offensive strategic
missiles have been upgraded is currently in the planning phase.
Research and analysis of the complex factors involved is continuing as

the United States prepares for the
substantive phase of SALT scheduled
to begin April 16. In cooperation with
other departments and agencies,
ACDA will continue to play a leact-

ing role in the conduct of the talks
and in the supporting act;vities necessary to the negotiations.

-14

Ambassador Gerard Smi'h (right), head of the U.S. delegation to
SALT, prvpares to confer with the head of the Soviet delegation,
Ambassador Vladimir S. Semenov (second from right). Behind the
No neg tiators are two uembers of the U.S. delegation, foiner
Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Niue (left) and Lt. Gen. Royal
B.

6
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Allison, USAF.
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NUCLEAR ARMS
CONTROL PROPOSALS

. . the United States supports the conclusion of a
comprehensive test ban adequately verified.
.

.
. the United States delegation will continue to press
for an agreement to cut off the production of fissionable
materials for weapons purposes and to transfer such
materials to peaceful purposes.,

Comprehensive Test Ban

In his messages to the ENDC in
11farch and in July, President Nixon

repeated U.S. support for ar. ade-

SINCE THE LIMITFD TEST BAN CAME
INTO FORCE IN 1953, the Eighteen-

quately verified comprehensive test

Nation Committee on Disarmament
(ENDC) has pursued a comprehensive ban on nuclear weapons tests as

standing of the verification issue, since

ban, and called for greater under-

differences regarding this question

a logical and necessary further restric-

have thwarted achievement of this

tion on nuclear arms. The Committee has as a mandate the U.N. General As embly resolution adopted in

key arms control measure.
On April 1 the Swedish representa-

1963 "tc continue with a sense of

working paper containing a draft

urgency" negotiation.; for a treaty sus-

pending nuclear anc elermonuclear
tests.

The debate during the 1969 sessions of the Geneva Conference
s:, need that the discussions which
have taken place in the intervening
year.: in the ENDC, the General Assembly, and international scientific

meetings have resulted in an in-

creased appreciation of the necessity
for procedures to insure that a comprehensive ban was bring respected.
' President Nixon's Letter to Ambassador Gerard C. Smith, on the Opening of
the Conference of the EighteenNation
Disarmament Committee, Mar. 18, 1969.
Th.r Committee ace s redesignated the G071-

lerence of th. Coin nittee on Dina-inamont (CCD)

i Aug. 2o, 1969.

Nueltar Arms Control Prop s6'r

tive to the Conference introduced a

treaty banning underground nuclear
weapons tests. She cited the 1968 re-

port of the Stockholm International
Institute for Peace and Conflict Re-

search (SIPRI) in contending that
the existing international seismic network could differentiate between

earthquakes and nuclear explosions
down to very low yields. The Swedish

draft put forth the premise that additional powerful seismic arr'y stations
soon to come into service, along w:th
the establishment of a workable seismic data exchang.: 4stem, would improve control ..apabilities to the point

tha or-site impection could not be
necessary

The U.S. representative, Ambassador ,t.d an Fisher, responded to the

Swedish proposal. The SIM! report
7

1 (1

had found, he told the Conference,
that a "..lear separation between
earthquakes and nuclear explosions
could not be made by teleseismic
means for underground nuclear test
explosions up to tens of kilotons of
explosive yield." lie pointed out that

titularly interesting seismically and
w s well recorded. The U.S. Coast

nuclear explosions in this range could

will include an analysis of the data
using seismic identification criteria

have significant military value and
could not be ignored in negotiating an
acceptable treaty.

The Soviet Union endorsed the

proposal for an international exchange of seismic data in the context

of a comprehensive test ban but
would not accept international inspection on its territory nor permit
evaluation of data by an international
agency.

As a further and important contribution to the effort to increase understanding of seismic events, Ambassador Fisher submitted a working
paper to the ENDC, describing the
implementation of the U.S. seismic
investigation proposal. This idea was
first advanced in the United Nations
in December 1968, by Ambassador
William C. Foster, who was at that

time Director of the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency and a
member of the U.S. delegation to the
General Assembly. The proposal offered to use nr,-lear explosions, to be
conducted by tug United States as a
part of its research into peaceful ap-

plications of nuclear energy, for the
collateral objective of worldwide
seismic investigation. The working
paper gave a description of the first
explosion, code-named Project RULISON, to be used in implementing
the U.S proposal, and furnished
technical facts, such as precise site,
depth of the explosion, general geol-

ogy in the vicinity, and other data
which would be pertinent to seismic
measurements.

Several weeks before the actual det-

and Geodetic Survey, under an agree-

ment with ACDA, is assembling data
collected from within and outside the
United States and will prepare a report on its computations. The report
for distinguishing between explosions

and earthquakes. Other interested

nations will thus have the opportunity to compare these findings with
their own analyses and to discuss both
in relevant forums.

ACDA is also making use of the
Project RULISON nuclear explosion
for continuing its research in several
tr.,:miques which might be used by
on-site inspectors under a comprehensive test ban. A field test is being

carried out to measure the surface
effects produced by the explosion
which might assist on-site inspectors

in finding and identifying the s;te of
the explosion, Nfeasurements are also

being made, and vvill continue over
the next several months, to determine
if any radioactive gases are detectable

at the surface. This field test trill further investigate the usefulness of
radioactive-gas sampling as a technique for or site inspection.

Cutoff of Fissionable
Materials Production
The LI ilted States has proposed a
verified cutqff fissionable-materials
production for use in weapons, to be
accompanied by the transfer of
agreed quantities of weaponsstockpile fissionable materials to peaceful
purposes. In 1965 this offer was expanded to provide that the materials
for transfer be obtained by the demonstrated ckstruction of "thousands"
of nuclear weapons.

onation, which occm red on September 10, the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Sunny alerted seismic stations world-

in his letter to Ambassador Gerard
Smith on the opening of the Geneva
Conference, March 18, 1969, Presi-

wide. The event proved to be par-

dent Nixon said that the United
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States will continue to press for such
an agreement.

In

! Ambassador Fisher offered

a new

,nent in the U.S. proposal:
In order to provide for compliance
with the agreement, the International
Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA)

would be asked to safeguard the nuclear material in each nation's peace-

ful nuclear activities and to verify
the continued shutdown of any facilities for production of fissionable material that are closed.

This change was an attempt to
solve the verification problems which
had previously impeded prospects for
agreement. The earlier U.S. proposal

had suggested adversary inspection
arrangements, which had met with
refusal by the Soviet Union. The introduction of the IAEA's safeguards

system as the means for insuring

against diversion of peaceful nuclear
materials to weapons use follows the
approach to thr verification problem

which was adopted in article III of
the Nonproliferation Treaty.

Ambassador Fisher emphasized to
the Committee two aspects of the cutoff roposal that are particularly

relevant to recent arms control de-

velopments. First he stressed the value

of the cutoff measure as a means of
halting the nuclear arms race. Fissionable material is the essential in-

gredient for a nuclear bomb, and

limitation on production of fissionabi: material is one way to prevent
the growth of .stockpiles of nuclear
wevons. American efforts to reach
such an agreement go back to 1956,
when President Eisenhower first pro-

posed a mutual cutoff a time when

Nuclear AM.( Control Proposals
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stockpiles

of nuclear bombs were

much smaller than they are now. The
present nuclear confrontation would

be at a much lower level had that
initial effort been successful.
The second consideration is the importance of this measure as a prudent
and necessary step toward establishing an equitable system of safeguards
on all production of fissionable ma-

terials. Ambassador Fisher told the

Committee that the United States

believes "the nuclear-weapon Powers should be prepared to accept, in

the context of a cutoff agreement,

the same safeguards on their fissionable material production facilities as
are appropriate to verify nuclear
nonproliferation in the nonnuclearweapon States."
The proposal was well received by
the nonaligned members and by the

United Kingdom, Canada, and Japan. A number of delegates made the
point that a cutoff in the production
of fissionable materials for weapons
purposes by the nuclear powers would

balance the restriction accepted by
the nonnticlear-weapon nations in
sig-nin; the Nonproliferation Treaty.
The Swedish representative characterized a cutoff agreement, a comprehensiv,; test ban, and the Nonproliferation Treaty as "parts of one and the

same parcel, as they would assure
qualitative and quan '',ative freezes
on nuclear weapons development."
The Soviet Union again rejected
the U.S. cutoff proposal, repeating
its claim that the United States was
motivated by an "over-production"
of nuclear materials for military
purposes.
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CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
WEAPONS CONTROL
A1INSMERarillIVISEles,2051100,14111:11911WPORatlICSILUIPINI

The specter of chemical and biological warfare arouses
horror and revulsion throughout the world:

WHILE NOT A PARTS' TO THE GENEVA

stances for possible empinyrnent of

PROTOCOL OF 1925 the United States

chemical and biological agents; to de-

formally pledged at the U.N. General Assembly in 1966 and i968 to

fine research and development objectives; to review current applica-

adhere to its principles and objectives,

tions of U.S. policy relating to chemical riot control agents and chemical
defoliants; and to assess the implica-

which prohibit the first use in war
of poison gas and biological methods
of warfare. This has always been U.S.

practice. It teas apparent, however,
that U.S. policy in this field teas not
sufficiently defined; and soon after
taking office President Nixon directed

a broad study within the National
Security Council of U.S. policy, pro-

grams and operational concepts for
chemical and biological warfare and
agents.

Participants were the Department
of State, the Department of Defense,
the Central Inttlfigence Agency, the
Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, and the President's Special
Assistant for Science and Technology.

The NSC Interdepartmental Political-Military Group was given the responsibility for leadership.
The study covered every aspect of
the questior The participants were

instructed to delineate the nature of
the threat to the United States and its

Allies and possible alternative approaches in meeting the threat; to
discuss the utility of and circurn-

`Message from President Nixon to the
ENDC, July 3, 1969.
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tions of chemical warfare and biological research programs for U.S.
foreign relations. Task forces were
organized to analyze the problem
from the standpoint of foreign capabilities, the U.S. chemical warfare
and biological research program, and
international considerations.
ACDA participated in the task
form chaired by the Departments of
State and Defense. ACDA personnel
chaired the task force studying arms
control considerations, including the
question of ratification of the 1925
Geneva Protocol.'
The protocol had been drafted
1925 at the instigation of the United
States. Moved by the large scale destructive effects of poison gas used by
both sides during World War I, the
United States proposed to the Geneva
Conference on Traffic in Arms a con-

vention banning the use in war of
poison gas and biological methoc's of
warfare. The United states signed the

protocol, and it was favorably reported by the Senate Foreign Rela' See Appendix V, p. 47.
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Ambassador James F. Leonard, head of the U.S.
delegation to the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament (left) with Ambassador Alexey A.
Roshchin, head of the Soviet delegation. The two
are Co-Chairmen of the Committee.

lions Committee. The protocol was
never toted uf,ois by the full Senate
and was returned to the Committee in

December, 1926. There it /ay until

1947 when it was returned to the
executive branch as one of a group of
treaties and agreements on which ac-

tion had not been taken for many

years. The protocol came into force
without the United States becoming
a party and now has 84 adherents, in-

cluding all other NATO countries,
the Warsaw Pact nations, and Communist China. Of the major industrial
powers, only the United States and
Japan have not yet become parties.
In mid-November the interdepartmental review was presented to the
National Security Council, After consideration by the NSC, the President

announced his policy decisions on
November 25.' Ile reaffirmed our
long-standing renunciation of the first

use of lethal chemical weapons and

extended this renunciation to the first
use of incapacitating chemicals.

With respect to the biological program, his decisions were to renounce

any use of lethal or incapacitating

biological agents and weapons, and
all other methods of biological warfare; to confine biological research to
defensive measures such as immunization and safety measures; and to

call on the Department of Defense
to recommend plans for the disposal
of existing stocks of biological weapons. He associated the United States
with the principles and objectives of

the British draft convention to ban
biological warfare which had been
presented at the Geneva Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament
on August 26,1969.2
In consonance with these decisions,

the President announced that he
would submit the Geneva Protocol to

See Appendix IV, p. 45.

Chemical and Biological Weapon.; Coot col

'See Appendix V/, p. 48.
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the Senate for its advice and consent
to ratification.

session which adjourned October 30,

It would clearly be in the interest
of the United States to have reliable
international
agreements
under
which all nations would accept prohibitions on chemical and biological

Geneva Protocol and stated that the
Committee would "continue intensise work on the problem of chemical and bacteriological (biological)

noted the wide support for the pur-

poses and principles of the

1925

weapons, and it is official U.S. policy
to work toward such agreements. At
the opening of the Geneva disarma-

warfare."
In the General Assembly the principal developments were (1) the in-

ment talks on March 22, the President instructed the U delegation
to "join s+1 other delegations in exploring a,.) proposals or ideas that
could contribute to sound and effective arms control 'elating to these

biological weapons but which did not
provide fcr adequate inspection; (2)
the adoption of a Swedish resolution
(which the United States voted

weapons." This position is consistent

with the strong sentiments for outlawing chemical and biological war-

fare which have found expression
during the !)ast year in nany international forums.
In December 1968 the General Assembly adopted a resolution request-

ing the U.N. Secretary-General to
prepare a report on the effects of the
possible use o' chemical and bacteriological (biological) means of warfare.
The study, prepared with the assistance of experts from 14 countries including the United States, was issued

on July 1, 1969. Prominent among
the report's conclusions were (1)
the effects (on both victim and initiator) of chemical and biological
weapons, if used on a large scale in
war, were virtually unpredictable;
(2) despite cost factors, any country
could achieve at least a tninimal capability in these fields; and (3) a ban
on the development, production, and
stockpiling of chemical and biological

agents i.itended for purposes of war
would facilitate international eF. its
toward broader arms control agreements.

The question of chemical and bio-

logical weapons was high on the
agenda of the Geneva Conference of
the Commis tce on Disarmament during its 1969 sessions.

The CCD's report to the United
Nations, prepared at the end of the
12

troduction of a Soviet draft treaty
which would ban all chemical and

against), whose purpose was to declare as contrary to international law
all chemical and biological agents of
warfare, including riot control agents
ard herbicides; and (3) adoption of
a Canadian Resolution which called
on all nations to accede to the 1925
Geneva Protocol, recommended that
the U.N. Secretary-General's report

be used as a basis for the CCD's

further consideration of the elimination of chemical and biological
weapons, and referred the British and
Soviet draft conventions to the CCD
for further study.
It can be expected, therefore, that
when the CCD reconvenes in
February 1970, the question of
chemical and biological weapons will
receive considerable attention.
In approaching this problem from
an arms control perspective, it is im-

po-t int to recognize that there are
bast differences between chemical

an biological means of warfare that

indicate they should be dealt with
separately. Thes,.. differences relate
not ail>, to technical aspects, such as
toxicity, speed of action, duration of
effects, controllability and residual

effects, but also to their different
military roles. One of the greatest
values of the NSC study was the
identification of these differences.

The President has supported the
principles of the British initiative on
biological Is vapors, although there
ACM NINTH ANN UAL RIPIIRT

zi,e certain aspects of the draft convention which in the course of nego-

tiations we will seek to clarify or

further refine.
Limitations cn chemical weapons
raise more difficult problems. Extmsive research has shown that a skillfitl
and determined evrder could make it
difficult to detect his violations of a

ban on production or possession of
chemical weapons. Research into
sensors and detection techniques is
continuing, in coordination with other
government agencies, and potentially

promising developments are being
tested. The current ACDA program
provide more insight into the
probabilities of deortting clandestine
or unde-lared activities.

With the cooperation of the Department of Defense, ACDA is work-

ing out plans to investigate the problems of verifying the declared
destruction of chemical we. eons;
these investigations will be conducted
in connection with actual destruction
and demilitarization operations to be

carried out by the Department of
Defense.

For chemical and biological weapons, ACDA research has developed

a number of indicators for use by
inspectors. In December Howard
Furnas, Special Assistant to the

ACDA Director, told a House Foreign Affairs Subccfimittee, "We believe that major progress can be made
toward resolving the technical prob-

lems involved in verificatio: by direct observation, and we intend to
devote greater efforts to this end."

Chemical and Biological Weapons Control
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ARMS CONTROL. MEASURE
FOR THE SEABED
Ar.uaragrameatvesmarmactlaexamasmareo

. . there is intrinsic merit in our seeking to prevent a
nuclear arms race on the seabed while there is still time.
.

. . The significance of action to preclude new types of
arms races from beginning should never be underemphasized if we are to be successful in our efforts to
halt the armr race.'

.

:
THE SEA AOD THE OCEAN FLOOR {AVE

clear weapons when they reached

BEEN CALLED THE WORLD'S LAST
FRONTIER for explotation and exploi-

agreement on a joint draft treaty "on
the prohibition ot the emplacement
of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction on the sea-

tation. The development of food from

the sea offers high promise toward
meeting the widespread need for protein (malnutrition afflicts one-half of

the world's peoplesover one and a
half billion), There are interesting
prospects for new discoveries in the
field of medicine. By the year 1985,
some 25 percent of the worldwide
demand for oil and gas is expected
to be met by marine sources. Marine
mineral deposits include manganese,
gold, silver, iron, platinum, titanium,

chromium, and tin, to name but a
few, and are conservatively valued in
the hundreds of billions of dollars.

But together with the promise of
great benefits from technological advances in oceanology there are also
continuing advances in the technology of weaponry, which could result
in the extension of the nuclear Arms

race tc the seabed and ocean floor.
A significz.nt step was taken by the

United States and the Soviet Union
to mule out this environment to nuAddrets by ACDA Director C:erard

Smith to the ENDC, Mar. 25, 1969.
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bed and the oenn floor and in the
subsoil thereof." The joint drat! was
first presented to the Conference of
the Committee on Disarm lment in

Geneva, on October 7, by the two
nations as Co.Chainnen of the Com-

inittee. The treaty project was the
result of intensive negotiations which
had their origin in the U.N. General
Assembly in 1967.

As interest mounted in the almost
unlimited resources of the seabed, it
became evident that a legal frame-

work must be established to bring
order to their exploitation, Concepts
of sovereignty vary widely. Existing
international law is ambiguous and

lends itself to disparate interpretations by nations.

With these cc .:erns in mind, the
General Assembly in December 1967
established ar. ad hoc committee
(made a permanent committee a year
later) to study the scope and various

aspects of the peaceful uses of the
'oScAppendix V11, p. 51.
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seabed and ocean floor beyond the
limits of national jurisdiction. Considerable atteriti,a was given to the
"trends and possibilities regarding
the potential future uses of the seabed

and ocean floor for military pur-

mounted submarine surveillance systems which the United States regards
as essential to its derense. The United
States also objected to such a sweeping prohibition because it would pose
insurmountable verification problems.

poses," in the committee's report,

which recognized that "efrorts should
be made to arrest these tr o.ds before
they were too advanced for effective
control."

During the course of the working
sessions of the U.N. committee, the
U.f3. representative proposed that the
Geneva Disarmament Conference ex-

amine the question whether a viable
international agreement :nigh* be
achieved in which each party Nvould
agree not to emplace or fix weapons
of mass destruction on the seabed.
These discussions would also consider

the need for reliable and effective

The U.S. draft dealt with the most
realistic concern that the seabed
might be used as an area for the emplacement of nuclear weapons and
other weapons of mass destruction.
Such an agreement would remove the
majc.r threat to the peaceful uses of
the seabed while, at the same time,
would reduce the verification problem
to manageable proportions.

The Soviet draft provided that all
installations and structures on the sea-

bed should be open to inspection for
the purposes of verification, a provision qualified only by the requirement

means of verifying compliance with

of reciprocity. This language was
modeled on the provisions in the

such an agreement.

Outer Space Treaty. But provisions

The question was discussed in a

preliminary way during the

1968

rummer session of the EighteenNation Committee on Disarmament
and was included on its provisional
agenda for consideration during the
1969 session.

The Conference reconvened on
March 18, 1969. On the opening day,

the Soviet Union submitted a Draft
Treaty on Prohibition of the Use for
Military Purposes of the Sea-Bed and
Ocean Floor and the Subsoil Then .of.

After consultations with its Allies,
the United States, on May 22, submitted its own Draft Treaty Prohibit-

the Emplacement of Nuclear
Weapons ^nd Other Weapons of

ing

Mass Pestniction on the Seabed and
Ocean Floor.

applicable to the moon, where all
claims of national jurisdiction are re-

nounced, cannot readily be transplanted to the seabed, where there
are many existing claims of national
jurisdiction and a multitude of varying types of activity and where the
technical problems involved in inspection would be extremely complex.

The U.S. draft suggested simple
procedures for verifying compliance,
based on observation of seabed activities Such procedures would be
consistent with existing international
law. The United States be ved that
its provisions for verification were appropriate because the installation of

large and complicated devices for
launching nuclear weapons would involve extensive activity and would be

difficult to conceal. Furthermore, it

The initial U.S. and Soviet drafts
differed principally in the scope of
what was to be prohibited.

is highly unlikely that a nation Ncbich

The Soviet draft would have
banned all military uses of the seabed

to be worth the cost would 'lave to

had decided to violate the treaty
would limit itself to the installation
of a single weapon. Any violation

and ocean floor beyond a 12-mile
maritime aone. It would have pre

occur on a large scale.

eluded,

ment Agency has undertaken a series

as

an

example,

bottom

The Arms Control and Disarma-

Arms Control Measure for the Seabed
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A transponder and buoy are lowered into the sea to
determine precise navigational position of the USNS

Mime during the search for the lost submarine
Thresher. ACDA participated in the search to gain
practical kno,iedge of seabed surveillance.

of field studies and technical reports

to the verification question and the

concerned with the

scope of the prohibitions.

technological

problems of seabed activity verifica-

tion, including analyses of cost
factors associated with various Verifi-

cation techniques. In order to gain
practical knowledge of some aspects
of seabed search, staff members participated in two deep seabed searches
conduc ted by the USNS .filar.

The Geneva Conference resumed
its second session of 1969 on July 3.

The previous submission by the
United States and the U.S.S.R. of
draft seabed treaties provided the
basis for concrete negotiations to work

out an agreed treaty that might be
referred to the twenty-fourth session

of the U.N. General Assembly. Mring the folloss in g, weeks, various mein-

be, nations voiced thei; views on the
tii o versions, particularly with respect
16
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On July 24 AGIV's General Counsel, William I lancock, testified before
the Slrbcorannittee on Ocean Space of
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, chair-el by Senator Claiborne
Pell. The day marked the beginning
of a series of public hearings on Senate Resolution 33, introduced by

Senator Pell earlier in the year, "a
resolution endorsing basic principles
for governing the activities of nation;
in ocean space.- Mr. Ilaacock's testimony reviewed for the Subcommittee
the U.S. draft treaty presented to the

KNI)C and the pruzress sshich the
FMK: had made to date in its discussion of ar: arm; control measure
for the seabed.

In late August the Soviet Go-Chair.

man gave the U.S. delegation priACM NINTH ANNUAL RT PORT

vately a new text of a treaty. There
followed an intensive evaluation of
the Soviet counter-proposal within
the U.S. Government. By mid -September a coordinated position had

ference. Responding to the views
expressed by various delegations, the
Co-Chairmen put forth a revised version on October 30. This revised
treaty text was annexed to the report
of the CCD to the General Assembly.

been formed, and a special session of
the North Atlantic Council was called

At the United Nations, the draft

so that we could consult with our

treaty was considered briefly by the
U.N. Seabed Committee and extensively in the U.N. First Committee,

NATO Allies on the proposed basis
for further negotiations in Geneva. A

new draft was then presented pri-

where a number of amendments were
suggested by various member nations.

vately to the Soviet delegat;on.

On October 7 the United States

Although substantial progress was
made, the questions raised by these

and the Soviet Union jointly tabled
an agreed Draft Treaty on the Prohi-

initiatives were not entirely resolved
during the course of the debate in the
First Committee. Accordingly, on December 12 the United States and the

bition of the Emplacement of Nuclear

Weapons and Other Weapons of
Mass Destruction on the Sea-bed and

the Ocean Floor and the Subsoil
Thereof. On the occasion of the joint
tabling, the U.S. representative, Am-

bassador James Leonard, told the

Conference of the intensive discussions which had lcd to the new joint
draft and expressed satisfaction that

"our labors have proved fruitful."
This joint draft formed the basis of
discussion.; within the CCD (succes-

sor to dr. ENDC) and received a
cumber of comments, particularly

tvith respect to verification, amendment procedures, and a review con-

Soviet Union offered a resolution
which remanded the draft treaty text
of October 30 to the Conference of
the Committee on Disarmament. The
resolution called on the Committee to
take into account all proposals and
suggestions made at the General Assembly and to continue its work so
that the text of a draft treaty can be
submitted to the twenty-fifth session
of the General Assembly. This resolution passed by a vcte of 116 to 0,

Arms Control Mrasure for irle Srabed

with 4 abstentions.
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NONPROLIFERATION OF
NUCLEAR WEAPONS

This Administreion seeks equitable and meaningful
agreements to limit armaments and to resolve the
dangerous conflicts that threaten peace and securi'y. In
this act of ratification today, this commitment is
demonstrated anew.'

TI,, DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF 1HE
TREATY ON THE NOSPROLIFERATION

LF NUCLEAR WE/ PONS spans the

administrations of three Presidents.
The last step in the domestic ratification process was taken by President
Nixon on November 24 when he officially signed the instrument of rati-

Senate consideration reiterated his
condemnation of that Soviet action,
he said, "I believe that ratification of
the Treaty at this time would advance

this Administrztion's policy of negotiation rat lei than ccnfrontation
with the USSR."

The Senate Foreign Relations

fieatior in a ceremony at the White
House. Fhe final step will be the in-

Committee held new hearings on

ternational act of depositing the
instrumenf of ratification.

Februa.y 18 and 20, receiving testimuny from Secretary of State Rogers;

The treaty was negotiated in the

man of the Atomic Energy Commission Scaborg; Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff General Wheeler; and

Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, in Geneva, over a period

of 4 years. It was endorsed by the

U.N. General Assembly in the spring
of 1968 and was signed by President

Secretary of Defense Laird; Chair-

ACDA Director Ceiard Smith and

55 other nations on July 1, 1968.

his Deputy, Adrian Fisher. The Senate Armed Semites Committee held
hearings on the military implications

Soon after his inauguration,
President Nixon sent a message to the

Deputy Director Fisher testified befr
this Committee for ACDA. The

Johnson and the representatives of

U S. Senate requesting advice and

consent to ratification. The treaty had
been sent to the Senate the preceding
year, but action was suspended in the

aftermath of the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia. Al hough the President's February 5 call for reties% al of
President Nixon, upon signing the in.
moment of ratification of the Treaty on
the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
Nov. 14,1969.
18
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of the treaty. Director Smith and
Chairrnar of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
the Director of Defer.,e Research and
Engineering,r,nd the Chainnan of the
Atomic Eiv!rs,ey Commission also
testified.

All of these Administration officials

gave full support to the treaty, and
=. iterated the interpretations given
by the previous Administration en the
technical issues raised and on the intACDA NINTH ANNt AL RESORT

plications for our security commitments.

In June 1968 the United States,
Great Britain, and the Soviet Union
introduced a resolution in the U.N.
Security Council giving security assurances to the nonnuclear-weapons
nations who are parties to the treaty.
All three governments made separate
but parallel declarations to the Security Council in explanation of their
affirmative votes on the resolution. In

weanons that is a victim of an act of
aggression or an object of a three t of
aggression in which nuclear weapons
are used."
In its report on the treaty, the Foreign Relations Committee stated that

it thwght the U.S. Government, by
offering the resolution and the
declaration, had given up an element
of flexibility in bringing cases of ag-

gression or the rats of aggression to the

attention of the Security Council,

their declarations, the three nuclear
powers state their intention "to seek
immediate Security Council action
to provide assistance, in accordance

especially with respect to timing. The
Committee observed, however, that if
this action results in creating a frame.

with the Charter, to any non-nuclear-

operation in the United Nations, the
`gesture will be tt.orth the costs in

weapon State party to the treaty on
the

non-proliferation

of

nuclear

work for United States-Soviet codiplomatic flexibility."

11

z
President Niacin signs the Instrument of Ratification for the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty, Looking on arc Secretary of State William

P. Rcgers flrft) and Secretary of ifsfense Melvin Laird

Nontrolifc ration of A'ucicar Weapons
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The Committee favorably reported
to the full Senate on

the treaty

March 6, and the Senate gave its

corrent to ratification on March 13
by a vote of 83 to 15.
The Committee's report contained
a recommendation that the Adminis-

tration endeavor to arrange for the
United States and the Soviet Union
to deposit their instruments of ratification concurrently, "thus emphasizing the historic nature of the event
and avoiding insofar as possible misunderstandings which might thcrwise arise." Accordingly, the United
States proposed to the Soviet Union

that the final step of ratification be
completed by the two Governments
in this manner. (Great Britain had
already deposited its instrument of
ratification in November 1968, and
France and Communist China have
indicated publicly that they do not
intend to sign.) Arrangements are
being worked out between the U.S.
and the Soviet Governments, and it
is expected that a joint ceremony will

take place early in 1970. The treaty
%sill enter into force when the three
depositary governments and 40 other
nations have depeAted their instru[ -lents of ratification.

Under article III, each nonnuclear-

weapon state party to the treaty
undertakes to accept safeguards on its
peaceful nuclear activities in order to
insure that fissionable materials arc

not diverted to nuclear weapons or
other nuclear explosive devices. These

safeguards will be set forth in agreements to be negotiated and concluded
with the International A toinic
Energy Agency {IAEA) in accord-

ance with the Statute of the IAEA
and its safeguards system. The agree-

ments may be negotiated rsith the
IAEA by nations individually or in

accession after the 180-day period,
negotiation snail commence not later
than the date of deposit. The agreements shall enter into force not late;
than 18 months acte. the date of initiation of negotiati s.
The IAEA's safeguards system will
assume greatly increased safeguards
responsibilities as the Nonproliferation Treaty comes into force and the
agreements are concluded. ACDA's

research in support of the treaty is
directed toward the development of
techniques, procedures, instruments,

and devices that might be used in
international safeguards insacetion.

The ACDA safeguards research

program is closely coordinated with
the Atomic Energy Commission to
avoid duplication and, in fact, draws
upon the expertise of the AEC and
its contractors in carrying out some
of the projects. The program is also
coordinated with the IAEA and with
other foreign safeguards research
programs such as those of the Euro-

pean Atomic Energy Community
(EURATOM), the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of
Germany.

In connection with ACDA's research on the instrumentation aspects
of the safeguards problem, a portable
instrument has been designed to detect and ['reassure plutonium inside a
sealed container. A prototype of this

instrument has been designed and
built under ACDA auspices. It has
been evaluated by the IAEA and
found to be capable of determining
not only the presence of plutonium
but the amount. Pheonisiin is a byproduct of the fission process rshich

takss place in certain nuclear reactors, and it can be used as the essential clement in the production of nuclear %%capons.

'f he detection of a

concert with other nations. At ticle III
stipulates that negotiations for the
agreements shall begin IRO days from

clandestine diversion of plutonium' to

the date of entry into force of the

tem is needed.

treaty. For those nations depositing
their instrums iris of ratification or

The use of unattended sensors for
anus control inspection has consider-
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weapons purposes, therefore, is one
of the }risk reasons a safeguards sys-
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able appeal from the point of view of
reducing the cost, nianpois-er, and intrusiveness of inspections. A complete
sensor system might include a number of sensors of different types, eaclr

Still another area of research, car-

ried out jointly with the AEC, is

investigating the application of minor

isotope techniques to safeguards. A

gathering its own form of information and transmitting th's through a
data link to a central recording mat.

field test of these techniques was made
during 1969 at the Nuclear Fuel Services facility at \Vest Valley, N.Y., and
preliminary results are very encouraging Prediction of uranium to pin-

stored for later use by the inspector.
Unattended sensor systems should be

tom in conversion, "fingerprinting"
of reactor fuel, and in-process inventory determination all appear feas-

would reliably detect and reveal any
efforts to insert false information.
ACDA is currently working on the
major parts of such a system.

ible

There the i»forrnation would be

tamper-resistant to the extent they

The development. of a prototype
tamper- resistant data link is nearing

completion. The concept for this
secure data transmission system was
originally developed under an external contract %%Rh ACDA. During the

past 18 months, it has been field
tested by the Agency's Field Opera-

tion; Division, working in the facilities of the National Bureau of
Standards. The results of the tests
have now produced a cable of proven
tamp. r-resistance. Preparations are

under way to test a small diameter
cable of different configurations in
order to broaden the range of applicability of this means of data protection The system will be employed in

the inspection of nuclear reactors
under IAEA control,

The remaining parts of the unattended instrumentation system are
being developed under the direction

of a joint U.S. Canadian working
group to safeguard a continuously
refuelled

CAN DU -type

reactor.

ACDA is funding the fabrication of
this instrumentation at Sandia Corporation, and it will be field tested
in two phases. The first phase, devoted
to testing individual components and

equipment, is now being carried out
by ACDA's Field Opera:ions 1)M-

S1011, working with the National fu-

reaa of Standards. The second pliese
will test the instrumentation operating as a system on the reactor.
Nonprolifcrption of Nuclear Weapons
375-$14
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and

practical

using

mass

spectrometer measurements of the
minor isotopes.

Re-earth into minor isotope safeguards ter .miques (MIST) is also
being conducted by a group in Karls-

ruhe, Germany. Evaluation of ,he
German experiments together iiith
the evaluation of the Nuclear Fire/
Services' MIST experiment wilt provide Inc basis for future planned re-

search to be conducted by a joint
U.S.-German working group. It is
anticipated that both the EURATOM and IAEA safeguards organisations will also participate in these
experiments.

The Agency has also contributed
to preparations for the implementation of article V of the NPT, under
which potential benefits of peaceful
applications of nuclear explosions
are to be made available to nonnuclear-weapons states parties to the
treaty. An Agency representative testified

in hearings before the Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy on proposed legislation to give the Atomic
Energy Commission authority to
carry out commercial applications of

pcac'ful nuclear explosions. ACDA
participated in several interdepartmental studies related to this subieet,
in

technical talks held

with the

Soviets in April 1969, in U.S. con-

tributions to the IAEA study of
this subject, and in discussions at the
Gem va disarmament conference and
the U.N. General Assembly.
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CONVENTIONAL ARMS AND
MILITARY EXPENDITURES
111111001111110

We must pursue with much more energy and realism
our comer 3n responsibility to check the dangerous and
costly arms race. . . . Nor is the need for disarmament
limited to the great powers and nuclear weapons. All the
wars now being fought are being fought with conventional
arms; wt ; the evermounting burden of conventional
armament which weighs on the poorest nations and is
one of the most serkng; impediments to their economic,
social, and political development.,

AMONG THE MAJOR PROBLEMS FOR
URGENT ATTENTION IN THE 1970's is

how to arrest the trend in military
spending and the proliferation of
armaments worldwide.

In 1969 worldwide military expenditures are estimated to have to-

taled $200 billionan increase of
over 40 percent since 1964.2 Even
allowing for the inflation of prices,
world military outlays increased by
close to 20 percent in the 6-year period from 1964 to 1969. The comparison with expenditures for social needs
produces even more disparate figures.
In 1967 the latest year for which com-

parative figures are available, the
world was spending about 40 percent

more on military programs than on
public education; military expenditures exceeded those for public education in about one-third of the countries of the world, including the

United States and the Soviet l'nion.
Ambassador Charles Si. Farr, in an
address to the U N. General Assembly, on
Oct. 23, 1969.

' ;Sloth! Military Expendiruret (ACOA
Public ation N. 53).
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In the field of public health, the
world's total expenditure in 1967 was

less than one-third as large as the
military outlay.
In many parts of the world military
expenditures compete for scarce na-

tlonal resources and may diminish
current consumption and the opportunities for economic development.
There is virtual unanimity among
economists that a reallocation of resources from military purposes to civilian needs would be of general

economic benefit. The question is
what influences can be brought to
bear to reverse the upward trend in
military spending.

While world attention focuses on
strategic antis negotiations, the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency believes that the problem of conventional arms must not be neglected. Meas-

ured in money terms. these are the
weapons that account for the major
share of the world's military outlays.
Conventional weapons are the %cork-

ing tools of modern war. Since 1915
conventional forces with conventional
%%capons have fought fifty-five wars;
AMA NINTH ANNUAL, RETORT

hundreds of thousands of people have
been casualties.

The Agency is working on several
approaches to the control of conven-

tional arms. One is con:erned with
mutual and balanced force reductions
between the NATO and Warsaw Pact
countries, discussed in the following
chapter.

Anotl'er critical problem in this
field is tl,e control of the international

traffic in arms. The value of exports
of military goods worldwide recently

has averaged close to $f billion a
year; half or more of this has gone
to the less developed parts of the
world. Such purchases of equipment,

particularly of the advanced types,
may fuel regional a. ms races and have

a broad destabilizing effect, While it
can be argued that local disputes are
not normally motivated by possession
of armaments, the escalation of a dispute to hostilities and the intensity of
subsequent fighting can often be directly attributed to the availability of
weapons.

ACDA has been increasingly co a-

Cerlled with the proMern of arms
transfers since 1966 when a senior

i.e., the Under-Secretaries Committee, the interdepartmental groups and
ad hoc working committees, insures

the Agency an opportunity to set
forth arms control concerns in the
policy decision process involved in
arms sales and military assistance.
ACDA also develops and promotes
proposals for controlling conventional

arms traffic for consideration within

the U.S. Government and possible

international acticn. In pursuing this
function, ACDA has concentrated on
three general types of initiatives: (1)
registration and publication proposals; (2) arms supplier agreements;
and (3) regional arms limitations.
The idea for registering and publici2ing arms transfers has been under
intermittent consideration in the
United Nations and elsewhere since
1965. In the immediate aftermath of

the June 1967 war in the Middle
East, the United States proposed,
without success, that the U.N. member nations report all anus shipments

into the Middle East and that the
records be available for all to see.

Despite the lack of concrete progress, the Agency continues to explore

lei I interbureau working group was

this initiative as a possible opening

set up to coordinate and supervise

approach to international anus traffic
control. A broad study was made of
the current reporting of arms transfers
by foreign countries. An in-house report, completed in August 1969,
summarized and anal)7ed the policy
issues raised by a registration proposal. This study can serve as a contribution to policy formulation in the
future.

Agency activities in this field and to
maintain liaison with other departments and agencies on arms transfers

and related export control. During
the past year, responsibility for this
activity was centralized in ACDA's
Economics Bureau.

ACDA is a participant in a variety
of interagency locums dealing with
arms trar.sfer policy formulation.
These include the State/Defense Co
ordinating Committee on Aims Saks,
the 11.0 tidy meeting of the politico-

Efforts at effecting ands supplier
agreements have usually been associated with attempts to settle local wars,
e.g.. Arab-Israeli war in 1967, Ind:an-

military 4fieers from the State De-

Pakistani war in 1965. Prior to and

partment's regional bureaus, and
consultations on implementing the restriction on arms transfers included in

following the outbreak of hostilities in
1967, the United States sought agree-

foreign assist:nice legislation. ACDA's

participation in the National Security
Council, and its subordinate bodies,

ment with the U.S.S.R. in curtailing
arms shipments to the Middle East.
Plisse efforts Isere to no avail, and
deliveries continue. Following the

Conventional Arm: and Mifitary Eqynditurci
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outbreak of fighting between India
and Pakistan
1965, the United
States and the United Kingdom de-

dollars of Federal budget outlays in

clared immediate embargoes on arms

quirements limit the Federal Gov-

shipments to the belligerents. These
embargoes probably helped influence
the two countries to accept a truce.
The United States has continued to
embargo lethal items. We have urged
other suppliers, particularly the

er.anent's freedom of action to carry
out programs to meet the pressing

U.S.S.R., to fcllow suit, but again
unsuccessfully..

These experiences show that, to be
effective, suppliers' agreements must
be adhered to by the major arms suppliers. Although history suggests that

supplying countries arc reluctant to
give up what they regard as a useful
political tool, there are conceivable

the United States ate for national
defense purposes. These military re-

needs of an expanding population
and at the same time reduce the tax
burden. However, it is recognized
that if arms control and disarmament
measures show promise of leading to
reduced defense spending, every effort should be made to bring about
an orderly transition cliiring the
change. The general urosperity of the
country must be maintained and con-

sideration given to the interests of
those whose livelihood uepends on the

defense activity to be eli:ninated.

situations in which it NVOUld suit the

The Arms Control and Disarma-

objectives of all major suppliers to

ment Agency is enjoined by statute to
study and assess these problems. The

exercise restraint. The Agency is con-

stantly ro loving the evolution of the
politico-military situations in the various regions of the world in an effort

workers dependent on defense-related

to ascertain when the ingredients

activity, and the kinds of policies and

necessary for such an arms control

actions which \could assist them M
adjusting to a reduction in that activity. Supplementing earlier studies
of the electronics and shipbui;ding

agreement are present.

'sgreenicnts which are politically
feasible arc more likely to he found
in well-defined geographical areas.
!fence, the Agency's concentration on
regional arms limitation.

ACDA funds a program of external
research to support its activities in the

arca of conventional arms control.

research covers the identification of
the industries, communities, and

industries, a contract study was completed this year on the dependency of

the metal working machinery and
equipment industry on defense work.
The study found that, despite the fact
that the Defense Department is one
of the largest ultimate consumers for

This program has included research
into the economic effects of defense
expenditures on development progress, the volume and patterns of arms
trade, the nature and control of local
conflict, and political en Viromm: !:,
and its relation to arm;. control

capital goods, conditions in this industry essentially are "governed by
the overall economic climate.' rather

proposals.

perience on the economics of reduced

As preciously pointed out, econo-

mists arc agreed that a shift of re-

sources from nOtary to civilian
purposes would be economically bene-

ficial. About two out of every five
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than th, changes in levels of defense
spending.

Because of its broad research ex-

defense spending, the Agency has
been in a position to assist interdepa tmental groups established by the
Pr' iclent to plan for analogous postN'ic t.Sa in economic adjustments.
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MUTUAL AND BALANCED
FORCE REDUCTIONS
IN CENTRAL EUROPE
aa,rsnr,..axakarrr.,..22,arara,..awnaradscr.a.maas,-..-..., Naa40/27.4. 2. I
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For many years NATO has given serious study to the
difficult question of how security in Europe, now sustained
by a high balance of armaments, could be maintained at
a lower and less expensive level of arms on both sides.
Since June 1968, it has explicitly stated its belief that
mutual force reductions could significantly contrity.;;e to
lessening of tensions.'

TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO) RE-

selves to fruitful negotiation and an
early resolution" and to pursue their

SUMED ITS STUDY of possible mu-

efforts and studies in the field of

tual and balanced force reduction

disarmament and practical arms
control, including balanced force

Europe, which had begun with the
December 1967 Ministerial Meeting
of the North Atlantic Councii, The

reductions.

IN

1969 THE NORTH ATLANTIC

(MBFR) for the central part of

Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in
August 1968 dimmed the prospects
for discussions concerning Europeaa
security, but even in the face of that
severe setback the NATO .Ministerial

Meeting in mid-November of that
year issued a communique stating,
"Nevertheless, the Allies in close con-

sultation are continuing their studies
and preparations for a time when the
atmosphere for fruitful discussions is
more favorable."

At their April 1969 meeting in
Washington, the NATO Ministers

The work of NATO on MBFR was
intensified and refined at the June
and September meetings of the Senior
Political Committee and experts from

NATO capitals, and an initial report
was submitted to the North Atlantic
Council, Consideration of that report
and others on associated European
security issues led the NATO Ministers to announce at their December
196:: meeting that "the studies in
mutual and balanced force reductions
have progressed sufficil Jai). to permit

the establishment of certain c titeria
h, in their view, such reductions
should meet" and "they will continue

gave new impetus by issuing another
statement declaring their intention to

their studies in order to prepare a

"explore ...id] the Soviet Union and

at an early date and thereby er,tablish

the caner countries of Eastern Europe
which ccmcrc to issues best lend them-

islether it codd serve as a starting
point for ftuitful negotiat' sm." The

'Secretary of State Rogers, Brussels,
Belgium, Dec. 6, 1969.

Ministers requested that detailed
plans of various possable balanced

ForCe Rrductions in Cer fral Eu rope

realistic basis for active exploration
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force reductions be prepared for consideration and submitted to them as
,r1 as possible. The Ministers corn

uded that "significant reductions

the extensive research conducted over
the past eve 11 years related to arms

control measures applicable to the
military confrontation in Central

under adequate verification and controlwhich should also be consistent
with the vital security interests of all

Europe. Of particular value have

step in advancing 'along the road of
ending the arms race and of general
and complete disarmament,' including nuclear disarmament." Finally,

and those specifically concerned with
the inspection and verification of

partieswould be another concrete

the Ministers directed that further

studies should be given to measures
which could accompany or follow
agreement on mutual and balanced
force reductions. The Ministers specified that such measures could include
"advance notification of military
movements and maneuvers, exchange

of observers at military maneuvers
and possibly the establishment of observation posts."

With this detailed guidance it is to

be expected that NATO will con-

tinue to intensify its work with a view
to submitting to the Ministers in May
1970 detailed plans on MBFR.

ACDA ,vill continue to provide experts to work with other responsible
U.S. Government agencies and the
NATO Senior Political Committee
on these MBFR studies.

In support of

the NATO

MBFR studies, the .:1CDA staff concentrated during 1969 on exploiting
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peen those studies on the impact of
potential arms control measures on
ground forces capabilities in Europe

various form; of balanced force reductions in the central part of
Europe. During the year a fina! report

was completed on Exercise FIRST
LOOK, a field test related to ins:-ection and verification of general purpose ground and air forces will( ii was

conducted jointly with the United
Kingdom in southern England is
1968. 'Elie results of that test as wci!

as the results of related ACDA re
search on verification have been useful in NATO MBFR studies.
Previous research was supplemented in 1969 by a newly complc ted

contract study on future Soviet interests in arms control Another external study will identify the wanner
in which European security arrangements are likely to change during the
1970.s. Such information will serve
as a basis for recommending a variety
of policy choices geared to prornotinq

both security in Europe and antis
control.
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GENERAL
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

THE ARMS CONTROL AND D1SARMA-

intensive meetings to review the sta-

MENT AGENCY'S LEGISLATIVE AU-

tus of the strategic balance. and to

THORITY provides for the appoint-

consider the relationship between

ment by the President of a General
Advisory Committee, "to advise the
President, the Secretary of State, and
the Disarmament Directo respecting
matters affecting arms control, disarmament, and world peace."

President Nixon reconstituted the
General

Advisory

Committee

on

June 5, 1969, with the appointment
of fourteen new members and the
reappointment of Mr. John J.
Mc Cloy as Chairman. They were
confirmed by the Senate on July 30
and sworn in at a Blair House ceremony. on October 2.
In charging the new Committee
with its responsibilities, the President
told them that the ". . . advice on
the complex national security issues

U.S. arms control policy and U.S.
national security needs. The Committee called upon a number of distinguished

American

and forei, n

experts on strategic matter: to thee/
with it to discuss these issues.

The President met with the C,
mittee during its meeting on Decctn-

ber 16. Ile heard a report on wbat

the Committee had done thus fa/ ..nd
he laid several specific problems !,e-

fo: e it for study and advice in
Strategic Attl,,
Limitation Talks.
Meetings were also held to
U.S. relatici,s with the Soviet I'M,
Con munist China, and W. .tart
ricction with the

Europe as well as 1.117, Specifi(

Li/

control 1, :icy centering on th.

with which the Committee will be
dealing will be of great value to me

tegic Antis Limitation Talks. S .1%
tary of State Rogers; Under Sir /, ,1

and my associates in the Administration. I consider our efforts in the

Richardson ; Deputy Sec re tat

area of anns control as an integral
part of our security policies and I
hope therefore that your Committee
will examine the problems before it
in the context of our over-all security
interests and objectives." The President emphasised to Mr. McCloy that

he wished the Committee to be an

independent advisory body.
In the light of the President's guidance, the Committee promptly began

to inform itself on the basic issues
relating to national security. As a
preliminary step, it began a series of
General Adz liar). Cono.littee

of

fense Packard; the i resident.ant for National Security Alfa/Ls,
Kissinger; the Chief of Naval
tions, Admiral Moorer; the ),
of ACDA, Mr. Smith and his 11,
Mr. Farley, among others,
I

the Committee to discuss mu 011,

curity and arms control

t!

In addition, the Commim.
Profess r Marshall Shulman
Sador LIN% ilhir

Thomas Wolfe on the So%
Professors Allen S.

Doak Barnett on China: NI

Fontaine, Director of I

t

j

President Nixon Meets With the General Advisory .....mmittee

in the White House on December 16, 1969
Kermit Got.: ion

Philip J. Farley
Laurie No7stad

Peter G. Peterson

William C. Foster

james R. Killian
William J. Casey
The President

Harold Brown

Dr. Kissinger

John J. NteCItiy
William Scranton
Dean Rusk

C. Douglas Di 11,

1. W. ,11icil

John At ehihalsi Wheeler

Cyrus V,ince

Jas k Riaina

1

1)

Paris; Dr. Karl Carstens, former adviser to the Chancellor of the Federal
German Republic, Mr. Alastair

Buchan, Commandant of the Imperial Defence College, London; and
Professor Robert Bowie of the Center

for International Affairs at Halyard
on Western Europe. Meetings have
been scheduled for the beginning of
1970 to continue this examination
with a session on Japan and to address

the specific problems raised by the
President relating to the Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks.

In order to assist the Committee in

the performance of its work, the
Chairman has a small staff located it
the Committee's offices in the Department of State.

The members of the Committee,
appointed by President Nixon, are:

Jolts J. McCLov, lawyer, former
adviser on Disarmament to President

Kennedy, retired Chairman of the
Chase Manhattan Bank, former
Chairman of the Ford Foundation, of
the World Bank, U.S. I Egli Commis-

sioner for Germany, and Assistant
Stcretar, of War during the Second
World War.
I. W. ABET, President of the United
Steel Workers of America.
Dr. HAROLD BROWN, scientist, Pres-

ident of the California Institute of
Technology and former Secretary of
the Air Force.
WILLIAM J. CASEY, author, editor,
and lass-yen
C. DOUGLAS DILLON, hanker, form-

er Arihassidor to France, former
Under Secretary of State, and Secre-

tar of the Treasury.

WILLIAM C. FOSTER, former Di-

rector of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and former Deputy Secretor, of Defense.
KERMIT GORDON, Cr0/10/DiSI, Pres-

ident of the Brookings Institution,
former member of the Council of
Economic Advisers, and Director of
the Bureau of the Budget.
Dr. JAMES R. KILLIAN, Chairman

of the Corporation of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, former Spe-

cial Assistant to the President for
Science and Technology.
Gen.

LAURIS NORSTAD, USAF

(Ret.), Chairman of the Board and
President of

the

Owens-Corning

Fiberglas Corporation, former Supreme Allied Commander in Europe
(SHAPE).
PETER G. PETER:, os, business exec-

utive, Chairman of ihe Board of Bell
and Howell.
Dr. JACK RuisA, scientist, Professor of Electrical Engineering at Mas-

sachusetts Institut, of Teclinologs
former President, Institute for 117fense Analyses and Assistant Director
for Defense Research and Engineering, Department of Defense.

DEAN RUSK, former Secretary of
State.
Gov. WILLIANI SCRANTON, lawyer,

frnrner Governor of Pennsylvania
and Member of Congrus.
CYRUS VAscE, lawyer, former
Deputy Secretary of Defense.
Dr. Jolts ARCHIBALD WIILELER,

scientist, Joseph Henry Professor of
Physics at Princeton.

General Advisory Corn mitree
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AGENCY OPERATIONS
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Orgaization

ods during the year, also served as
head of the 'U.S. delegation to the

THE ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMA-

Conference of the Committee on Dis-

MENT ACT ASSIGNS TO THE U.S.
ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT
AGENCY

the primary responsibility

within the U.S. Government for
searching out ways to put an end to
the arms race. The Act provides that
the Agency "must have such a posi-

tion within the Government that it
can provide the President, the Secre-

tary of State, other officials of the
executive branch, and the Congress
with recommendations concerning
United States arms control and disanna lent policy, and car. assess the
effect of these recommendations upon

our foreign policies, our national se-

curity policies, and our economy."

When President Nixon announced
appointment of Gerard Smith to

the

be Director, he specified that the Director will have direct and ready access to the Sercrary of State and to
the President ant will participate in
all meetings ot. the National Security
Council at which matters within the
scope of the mission of the Agency
are considered.

armament to the President and Sec-

retary of State, ACD.t's Director is
also the chief U.S. negotiator in the
5.

1969, the President designated hiiii as

head of the U.S. delegation to the
Strategic Anns Limitation Talks.
The Director, the Deputy Director,
and the Assistant Director for International Relations, at different pen30

sistant Director for International Relations were members of
the
American delegation to the twentyfourth U.N. General Assembly.

To carry out its functions and responsibilities, ACDA has an organizational structure which, in addition

to the Offices of the Director and
Deputy Director, includes four bureaus, each headed by an Assistant
Director. 'These are the International
Relations Bureau, the Science and
Technology Bureau, the Economics
Bureau, and the Weapons Evaluation
and Control Bureau. Supporting the

Director, Deputy Director, and the
four bureaus are the Office of the
General Counsel, the Executive Director and
the Public :Waits
Adviser.

The ACDA staff is comparatively
smallslightly more than 200- -and

is drawn from a variety of disciplinespolitical, military, scientific,
legal, behavioral, and economic. The

In addition to being the principal
adviser on arms control and dis-

field of arms control. On Till}

armament (formerly the ENDC) in
Geneva. 'The Director and the As-

work of the Agency falls primarily
into two categories: formulation of
anus control and disarmament policy
recommendatlons, including preparation for and management of interim
tional negotiations: and researdi int
the myriad complex problem,. related
to arms control and disarmament. In
addition to ACD.Vs extensive internal research, field testing, and analysis, research projects are conducted

by outside contractors, with ACD.1
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officers acting as monitors. ACDA
also maintains a list of consultants
whose expertise is drawn upon by the
Agency for special projects or other
problems.

Formulation and
Coordination of
Policy Recommendations
Every major nerve proposal Which

the United States makes in international negotiations must first receive
the President's approval.
One of President Nixon's first acts
upon taking office was to direct that
the National Security Council (originally constituted in 1947) bo the
principal forum for consideration of
policy issues requiring Presidential
determination. The nature of the issues considered by the Council, in its

revitalized role, range from current
immediate operational
problems to middle- and long-range
planning. The Director makes policy
recommendations to the President
both directly and through his particicrises and

pation in relevant meetings of me Na-

tional Security Council. The Director's role in NSC deliberations is in
keeping with the underlying principle
contained in the Agency's enactment
bill, that "Arms c. ntrol and disarmament polies heii.g an important aspect of f,
,1 policy, must be consistent s, all national security policy
as a whole."

departments and agencies in the devtloprnent of ideas, the preparation
of position papers, and the dispatch
of policy guidance to the negotiators
at the conference table.

Planning and
Coordination of Research
The ACDA Research Council reviews ant! makes recommendations
to the Director on all aspects of the

AMA external researc h program,
including specific

contracts.

The

Council is made up of the Spec al
Assistant to the Director, who serves
as chairman; the Assistant Directors
who head the four bureaus; the General Counsel; and the Executive Director. A Research Planning Group
assists the Council in developing, co-

ordinating, and evaluating the research program. The Executive Secretary of the Council is chairman of

the Planning Group and the other
members are representatives of the
four bureaus,

The Congress has charged the
Agency with responsibility for coordinating research in the field of aims
control and disarmament throughout
the Government. ACDA str If personnel maintain working level relationships with their counterparts in other
agenciessuch as the Departments of

Defense and State, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Central Intel-

Agency

ligence Agency, and the Departments
of Commerce and Laborwith
which ACDA shares mutual interests

participate, when arms control and
disarmament or related matters are

and problems, ACM coordinates
fonnalle.,vith these agencies all of the

being considered, in the Under-

external research projects it plans to
carry out. The Agency also reports

Representatives of the

Secretaries Committee, the National
Security Council Review Group, and
the various interdepartineutal, regional, and functional groups estab-

lished under the National Security
Council to stud) specific national
policy Fold ins and to plan and
carry out programs.

ACDA staff ;naintain clay-to-day
contacts with IWIS0111)(1 ii; concerned

Agency Operation(

to the Bureau of the Budget periodically on the proga-.s being made.
in am u, control and disarmament
research.

sponsmcd

oir for-

eign areas in the social si icnces is
ccroalinatcd closely vita the State
Depai mulles Foreign rea Ileseardi

C000lination G r a u p,

svhich

is
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charged with coordinating all such
research throughout the Government.
ACDA sits on the main committee of
this Group and also participates in a
number of subcommittees concerned
with the interchange of research data
and discussion of future plans. All of

ACI)A's foreign area exts.rnal research in the social sciences is also
formally cleared with the Department of State's Foreign Affairs Research Council, in order to insure that

will not have adverse effects on

it

U.S". foreign relations.

ACDA maintains a Reference fr.formation Center as a central point

for storing and retrieving its arms
control and disarmament information, much of it derived from the

advice atui assistance with regard to
specific research projects under cc ay
in ACDA or with regard to new proposals under consideration.
Members of the Board represent all
important channel of communication
between the Agency and the academic
community. Through diem, universi-

ties and individual scholars can be
acquainted with ACI).V's plans for
new research, and with the results of
completed studies.

Three members of the Board are
on the National Academy of Sciences
Committee which advises in the selection of candidates for the Agency's
Dissertation Support Program which
was instituted in 1968.

Agency's research program.
To help ACDA coordinate the CNN
(talon of its mission in the field of inspection, verification, and associated
field testing, a Joint Advisory Gem.
mittee has been established. This
Committee is chaired by ACDA; its
members «mi.; froin the Department
of State, CIA, AEC, NASA, and key

DOD components including ISA,
DDR&E, JCS, DASA, and the military services.

Public Information
The Arms Control. and Disarmament Act gives the Agency responsibility for "the dissemination and coordination of information concerning
arms control and disarmament.Daily liaison with the press is main-

tained by the office of Public Affairs
by responding to individual calls and

visits from members of the press

Social Science
Advisory Board
The ACDA Social Science AdBoard ' was established in
Nlarch 1961 by the Director under his

visory.

statutory authority to advise on the
social science aspects of the Agency's

programs. In 1969 it held two meet
ings: on March 26 -27 and November 6. During these sessions, the
members of the Board were briefed on

(intent aims control and disarmament programs and on the status of
the Agency's soc i

science I' Og rams.

In the nervals IsetsvcCII meetings,
Board omit/yrs wcre c ailed 11p011 for
'For tnend,crs i f the Board, sec APPcn'

dix VIII, p. 54.
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emirs. In addition, the Public Affairs

Officein coordination with other
Government agencies --pH oc ides the

State Department News Office with
background mato iel on al-MS control

and disarmament policy and factual
answers to press in,luilies on develop-

ing news stories Which might arise
during the Daily News Briefing.
Either the Public Affairs Adviser or
a senior member of his 'AFT is a 'num-

ber of the U.S. delegations to major
international arms control and dis.
inainclit COnferCIIC cc. During 1969,

in addition to providing members of
the press with news guidance at the
Geneva Disa moment Conferciii
Genet al Assembly, the
and
Public Affairs Inlviser attended the
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks held
in Helsinki. I n csccss of 450 news repACIM NINTH ANNUAL RFT3RT

resentatives from various parts of the

world covered the opening of the
talks.

Direct information service to the
public is provided through preparation and distribution of publications,
booking of Agency officers to address
organizations, schools, and public
meetings, participation by Agency officers in conferee tes and seminars, assistance to schools and colleges, con-

sultation with organization leaders,
briefings for student and adult visitors

d response to direct inquiries.

ACM publications circulated during 1969 included the 8t1. Annual Re-

port which surveys the igency's activities and summarizes disarmament
developments for the previous calen-

dar year; Documents on Disarmament, 1968 (one of a series which
annually reprints significant speeches,

The Agency, upon request, provides speakers for schools, orgar
tions, and public meetings. It requests that travel costs be defrayed by
the host organization. The Agency re-

gards "platform" travel of this sort

as all opportunity to learn as well as
to teach; officers arc requested to report interesting ideas and suggestions
developed in the course of question
periocs and discussions. Several important innovations have been generated through such contacts.
An ever-wider acceptance of arms
control i.s an aspect of international
relations has resulted in requests from
school and university instructors for
assistance in preparing arms control
and disarmament segments of courses
in political suence, history, defense,

and other subjects. Assistance has
been rendered through office, telephone and mail consultations, and

proposals and documents), World
Military Expcnditurer, a statistical
summary; the Quarterly Bibliography, produced under contract for
ACI)A by the Library of Congress,

through direct briefings to students at

which summarizes articles and books;
Arms Control and National Security,
a "primer" on contemporary disarmament consepts and issues. These items

this field, the Agency, last September,
sent a questionnaire to all institutions

may be obtained by writing to the
Agency, although supplies are limited.

They are sold by the U.S. Government hinting Office. All pamphlets
and unclassified research reports are
available to readers at the 96 depository libraries listed in Appendix IX
of this report. These publications and
unclassified research reports are increasingly finding use in college classrooms and study programs.

Agency Operations

the Agency's offices and on college
campuses.

In order to learn something about
the burgeoning academic interest in

of higher learning in the United
States, seeking information on in-

struction relating to anus control. The
questionnaire asked what courses
were devoted primarily to arras control. and also hit-piked about incidental references to arms control in
courses in political science, sociology,
other bhavioral sciences, physical or

natural sciences, law, international
relations, military security or strategy,

and other courses. The responses to
the questionnaire are urns beirg analyzed and a repots is tieing prepared.
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Appendix I

Message From President Nixon to Ambassador Gerard C.
Smith at the Opening of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks

at Helsinki, Finland, November 17, 1969

You arc embarking upon one of the

most momentous negotiations ever
entrusted to an American delegation.

I do not mean to belittle the

1st.

The Antarctic Treaty, the Limited
Test Ban Treaty, the Outer Space
Treaty, and most recently the Non-

the dangerous political issues of our
day.

I am nevertheless hopeful that your
negotiations with representatives

important steps along the road to international security. Other tasks re-

from the Soviet Union will scree to
increase mutual security. Such a result is possible if we approach these
negotiations recognizing the legitimate security interests on each side.
I have stated that for our part we

Cormnitte, on I)isarmainunt. Today,
however. you will begin what all of

quired to protect ourselves and our
allies, I recognize that the leaders of

Proliferation Treaty, which we hope

will soon enter into force, were all

main on the ailenda of the United
Nations and the Conference of the
your fellow citizens in the United
States and, I believe, all people
throughout the world, profoundly

lope will be a sustained effort not
only to limit the build-up of strategic
forces but to reverse it.

I do not underestimate the difficulty of

y oil:-

task,

the nature of

modern weapons makes their control

an exceedingly complex endeavor.
But this very fact increases the importance of your effort.
Nor do I underestimate the suspicion and distrust that must be dispelled if you are to succeed in }our
assi.6mment.

I am also conscious of the historical fa( t that wars and crises between
nations can arise not simply fenny the
existence of anus but from clashing
interests or the ambitious pursuit of

unilateral interests. That is oily we
seek progress toward the solution of
Appendixes

will be guided by the concept of maintaining "sufficiency" in thic forces re-

the Soviet Union bear similar defense
responsibilities. I believe it is possible,

however, that we can carry out our
respective responsibilities under a mutually acceptable limitation and

eventual reduction of our strategic
arsenals.

We are prepared to discuss limitations on all offensive and defensive
systems, and to reach agreements in
which both sides can have confidence.

As I stated in my address to the

United Nations, we arc prepared to
deal with the issues seriously, carefully, and purposefully. We seek no
unilateral advantage. Nor do we seek
arrangements which could be prejudicial to the interests of third parties.

We are prepared to engage in bona
fide negotiations on concrete issues,
avoiding polemics and extraneous
matte

No one can foresee what the outcome of your work still be. I believe
37
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your approach to these talks will
demonstrate the seriousness of the
United States in pursuing a path of
equitable acconmiodation. I am con-

38

vinced that the limitation of strategic arms is in the mutual interest
of our country and the Soviet
Union.
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Appendix II

Address by the Honorable William P. Rogers, Secretary of
State, November 13, 1969

Strategic Arms Limitation Talks

Net Monday in Helsinki the
United States and the Soviet Union
will open preliminary talks leading to
what could be the most critical negotiations on disarmament ever undertaken. The two most powerful nations on earth will be seeking a way

to curb shat to date has been an
unending compet,tion in the strategic
arms race.

The Government of the United
States will enter these negotiations
with serious purpose and with the
hope that we can achieve balanced
understandings that will benefit the
cause, of world peace and security.

Yet we begin

these

negotiations

knowing that they are likely to be
long and complicated and with the
fufl reali,ation that they may not
sur eyed.

While I will not be able to discuss
specific proposals tonight, I thought
it might he helpful to outline the general approach of our Govern= nt in
these talks.

United States then would have to
continue its own nuclear program. It
would have to look to its own security
in a nuclear-armed world. Thus we
established a national policy of maintaming nuclear weapon strength ade-

quate to deter nuclear war by any
other nation or nations. It was our
hope then, as it is now, to make certain that nuclear weapons would
never again be used.
The intervr,,in,g decades have seen

enormous resources devoted to the
velop- nt
nuclear seapons systems. ,ts both sides expanded their
force levels, an action/reaction patseas established. This pattern was

ter

fed by rapid progress in the technol-

iruclear weapons and ad-

ogy of

vanced delivery systems. The mere
ih such sophisticated technology ruade it d.flieult for either side

by itself In refrain from translating
that tech no!,
into offensive and defensive trategic arimuents.

Nfean,,,hilc. strategic planners, op-

Nearly a quarter of is century ago,
when we alone possessed 1111i kai
;Not% Cr, the United States proposed
the Coiroation of a
Nations
'1 torn', Ileerlc pn, .ot little rite soith
a world lr.rollOprly 01e/ :ill (Ling( Ions

ape, is of nuclear r'

The implications were obvious.
Others intended to develop nuclear
weapons on a national basis. The

erating ii ,Lil atmosphere of secree),
were obliL,ed to make conservative
assumpti,q,, including calculations
on lN

.1 1.11

1.1.1111

1

i Lt

1.3S(',"
1

',11e 1,11roIN 11 as the "c,orkt
p', 01)7C

fir

responsible for
Si'll/1 ;Is had 1,1

his pill-

lake , (mint o , the worst a,arinptions

I/OS.11. 111112,1it cell have eliminated for

aisuit i.i the-'s iritentions, the maxinwm. jilaw-ible estimate of the other's
apabil dr, s ar
fccolance. and the

fury.

all nations the dangers and bur dr ns
of atomic VSe31)021.S Unhappily, as la e
all 1:110%%', it %%as rejected.

d4pp(ndixrs

lowest plale.illc performance of our
39
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own forces. The Soviets no doubt did
the same.

Under these circumstances it was
difficult during these many years for

either side to conclude that it had

sufficient levels of destructive power.

Yet that point in time has now

nities to both sides to add to their
offensive and defensive strategic sys-

terns. Both sides find it difficult to
reject these opportunities in an atmosphere of rivalry and in the absence of a verifiable agreement. It
raises temptations to seek strategic
Advantages. Yet now such advantages

clearly been reached. As absolute lev-

cannot be hidden for long, and both
sides will certainly take whatever

capability increased, a situation de-

countermeasures are necessary to preserve their retaliatory capability.

effectively destroy the society of the
other, regardless of which one struck

two sides now find themselees. Where

els of nuclear power and delivery

veloped in which both the United
States and the Soviet Union could
first.

There are helpful mutual restraints

in such a situation. Sane national
leaders do not initiate strategic nuclear war and thus commit their peo-

ple to national suicide. Also, they
must be careful not to precipitate a
conflict that could easily escalate into
nuclear war. 'They have to take elab-

orate precautions against accidental
release of a nuclear weapon which
might bring on a nuclear holocaust.
In brief the nuclear deterrent, dangerous though it is, has worked.

This is the situation in which the
national security interests may have
operated in the past to stimulate the

strategic arms race, those same ra
tional security interests may now opelate to stop or slow down the race.
The question to be faced in the strategic arms talks is whether societies
with the advanced intellect to develop
these awesome weapons of mass destruction have the combined wisdom
to control and curtail them.

In point of fact, we have already
had some successes in preliminary
limitations.

--We have a treaty banning

The present situationin which

military activities in Antarctica.

both the United States and the Soviet
Union could effectively destroy the
other .egardless of which struck

the orbiting of weapons of mass

firstradically weakens the rationale
for continuing the arms race.
Competitive accumulation of more
sophisticated weapons would not add

to the basic security of either side.

Militarily it probably would produce
little or no net advantage. Economi-

--We have a treaty banning
destruction in outer space and
prohibiting the establishment of
military installations on the
moon or other celestial bodies,
--1Ve have reached agreement

with the Soviet Union on the
text of a treaty forbidding the

cally, it would divert resources needed

emplacement of weapons of mass

elsewhere. Politically it would per.
vitiate the tensions and fears that are
the 50031 fallout of the nuclear anus

about to he considered at
the -Caited Nations General

race.

So a capacity for mutual dicirtiction leads to a filth nal interest in put-

ting a stop to the strategic nuclear

destruction on the ocean floors,
Assembly.

These are agreements not to arms
environments previously inaccessible
to s' eapons. Manifestly there are

arms race.

fewer obstacles to such agreements

Nonetheless technology advances
remorselessly. It offers new opportu-

ling weapons alr.ady deployed or

40
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than There are to agreements control-

under development.
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But even in already "contaminated" environmen there have been
two important control agreements:

--We have negotiated and
ratified a Test Ban Treaty
prohibiting the testing of nuclear
weapons in the atmosphere,
under water, and in outer space.
--We have negotiated and are

prepared at any time to ratify
simultaneously with the Soviet
Union a Nuclesr Non-Proliferation Treaty.

It should be pointed out, though,
that the main objective of a Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty is to prevent nonnuclear powers from acquiring atomic weapons. The treaty does
not restrain any of the present nuclear
powers from further development of
their capabilities. The nonnuclear
countries therefore tend to look upon

Nonetheless some basis for hope
exists.

First is the fact that the talks are
being held at all. The diplomatic exchanges leading up to these talks
were responsible in nature. And the
tai cs themselves gill require discussion of military matters by both sides
in which the veil of secrecy will have
to be, if not lifted,at least refashioned.
These factors lead us to the hope that

the talks are being entered into seriously,.

Serond is the matter of timing.
Previous disparity in nuclear strength
has been succeeded by the situation of

sufficiency of which I have already
spoken. And because this condition
will continue for the foreseeable future, the time then seems to be propitious for considering how to curb
the race in which neither side in all
likelihood can gain meaningful ad-

the treaty essentially as a self-deny ing
ordinance.

vantage.

Accord;ngly, during the negotiations they insisted upon assurances
that the nuclear powers would seri-

Under present circumstances an equi-

ously pursue strategic arms negotiations. We concurred and incorporated

al security of both sides. If this

a paragraph in

the treaty which

would require us to do so.

I mention this to underscore two
points. First, that the disarmament
agreements

previously

concluded

have widely been regarded as confidence building, preliminary steps
which hopefully might lead to more
meaningful agreements on strategic
anus. Second, when the United
States and the Soviet Union ratify
the NTT, they will agree to under,ake
negotiations in good faith fora ccs.
tion of the nuclear arms race.

However, given the complexity of
the strategic situation, the vital national interests involved, and the
traditional impulses to seek protection in military strength it is easy to
be cynical :bout the prospects for the
talks into which we arc about to enter.
Appendixes

Third is a mutuality of :iterest.
table limitation on strategic nuclear
weapons would strengthen the nation-

mutually perceivedif both

is

sides

conduct these talks in the light of that
perception- the talks may accomplish

an historic breakthrough in the pattern of confrontation that has characteri7ed the postwar world.

May I pause to point out again
that I do not wish to predict that the
talks will be easy or that progress is

imminent or for that matter likely.
Mutuality of interest for states accustomed to rivalry is difficult to
ixceive. Traditions arc powerful.
Temptations to seek advantage run
strong. Developments in other areas
are bound to have an impact on these
discussions.

Both patties trill approach the
talks with great caution and pursue
them with it nmaculate care. The
United States and the Soviet Union
are entirely capable of protecting
41
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Who knows the rewards if we succeed in diverting the energy, time and

attention -the manpower and brain-

powerdevoted to ever more so-

phisticated weapons to other and
more worthwhile purposes?

Speaking before the United Nations General Assembly 2 months ag

President Nixon said that he hoped
the strategic arms talks would begin
soon because "there is no more important task before us." And he
added that we must "make a deter-

mined effort not only to limit the
build-up of strategic alms, but to
reverse it."

Just last week President Podgomy
of the Soviet Union said: "A positive

Appendixes

outcome of the talks would undoubtedly help improve Soviet-American
relations and preserve and strengthen
the peace." To that I say "Amen."

Ile added that: "The Soviet Union
is striving to achieve precisely such
results." Well, so are we and in this
we have the sdpport of the military
services, of the Congress, and of the
American people.

To that end this Gm eminent approaches the Strategic Arms Limitation 'Talks in sober and serious deter!Minion to do our full part to bring
a halt to this unproductive and costly
competition in strategic nuclear
armaments.
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Appendix III

Communique on the Meeting of the Delegations of the United

States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics on Questions of Curbing the Strategic Arms Race,
December 22, 1969

In accordance with the agreement
reached between the Governments of
the United States of America and the

Soviet Union to enter into negotiations on curbing the arategie arms
race, the delegations of the USA and
the USSR met in Helsinki from November 17 to December 22, 1969. for
preliminary discussions on the questions involved.

The U.S. Delegation was headed
by the Director of the Arms Control

and Disarmament Agency, Gerard
Smith. Members of the delegation included Paul Niue, Llewellyn Thompson, Ilarold Brown, and Royal
Allison.

The USSR Delegation seas headed

by Deputy It linister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR, V. S. Sernenov.
Members of the delegation included

'clic preliminary exchange of views
which took place concerning the
limitations of strategic arms was use-

ful to both sides. As a result of that
exchange, each side is able better to

understand the views of the other
with respect to the problems under
consideration. An understanding was
reached on the general range of questions which will be the subject of further US-Soviet exchanges.

The two sides express their appreciation to the Government of Finland
for creating favorable conditions for

holding the negotiations. They are
grateful for the traditional Finnish
hospitality which was extended to
them.

Agreement was reached that nego-

N. V. Ogarkov, P. S. Pleshakov, A. N.
Schchukin N. N. Aleksev, and G. M.
Kornienko.

tiations between the US and the

The delegations were accompanied
by advisors and experts.

they will be held again in Helsinki at
a later time.
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USSR Delegations will be resumed on

April 16, 1970, in Vienna, and that
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Appendix IV

Statement by the President, Announcing Policy Decisions on
Chemical and Biological Wa: Fare Programs, November 25,
1969

Soon after taking office I directed a
comprehensive study of our chemical

and biological defense policies and
programs. There had been no such
review in over 15 years. As a result,
objectives and policies in this field
were unclear and programs lacked
definition and direction.
Under the auspices of the National
Security Council, the Departments of
State and Defense, the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, the Office

of Science and Technology, the Intelligence Community, and other
agencies -eorked closely together on
this study for over 6 months. These
government efforts were aided by con-

tributions from the scientific community through the President's Scientific Advisory Committee.

This study has now been completed and its findings carefully con-

sidered by the National Security
Council. I am now reporting the decisions taken on the basis of this review,

Chemical Warfare Program
As to our chemical watfare program, the United States:

Re4flinns its

oft-repeated

renunciation of the first use of
lethal chemical weapons.

Extends this renunciation
to the first use of incapacitating
chemicals.

Appendixes

Consonant with these decisions, the

Administration will submit to the
Senate, for its advice and 7onseAt to
ratification, The Geneva Protocol of

1925 ihich prohibits the first use in
war of "asp4xiating. poisonous or
other Cases and of Bacteriological
Methods of Warfare." The United
States has long supported the principles and objectives of this protocol.
We take this step toward formal radficatien to reinforce our continuing
advocacy of international constraints
on the use of these weapons.

Biological Research
Program
Biological weapons have massive,
unpredictable and potentially uncontroli.,ble onsequences They may
produce global epidemics and impair

the health of future generations. I
have the,efore decided that:
--The U.S. shall renounce the

use of lethal biological agents
and weapons, and all other
methods of biological warfare.

The U.S. will confine

its

biclogical reseats II to defensive
measures such as immunization
and safety measures.

The 1)01) has been asked
to make recommendations as to
ttrc disposal of existing stocks of
bacteriological weapons.

In the spirit of these decisions, the
15

5

United States associates itself with
the principles and objectives of the
United Kingdom Draft Convention
which would ban the use of biolog-

will continue to watch carefully the
nature and extent of the biological

seek, however, to clarify specific pro-

have been announced today, have
been taken as an initiative toward

necessary safeguards arc included.

peace. Mankind already carries in its
own hands too many of the seeds of
its own destruction. By the examples
we set today, we hope to contribute
to an atmosphere of peace and understanding between nations and among

ical methods of warfare. We will

visions of the draft to assure that
Neither our association with the
Convention nor the limiting of our
pt ogram to research will leave us vulnerable to surprise by an enemy who

does not observe these rational restraints. Our intelligence community
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programs of others.

These important decisions, which

men.
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Appendix V

Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating,
Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods
of Warfare. Signed at Geneva, June 17, 1925

The undersigned plenipotentiaries,
in the name of their respective
Governments:
Whereas the use in war of asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases, and
of all analogous liquids, materials or
devices, has been justly condemned
by the general opinion of the civilized
world ;

public, and by the latter to all signatory arid acceding Powers, and will
take effect on the date of the notifi-

cation by the Government of the
French Republic.

The present Protocol, of which the

French and English texts are both
authentic, shall be ratified as soon as
possible. It shall bear today's date.

Whereas the prohibition of such

The ratifications of the present

use has been declared in Treaties to
which the majority of Powers of the
world are Parties; and

Protocol shall be addressed to the

To the end that this prohibition
shall be universally accepted as a part

of International Law, binding alike
the conscience and the practice of
nations;
Declare:

That the High Contracting
Parties, so far as they arc not al-

ready Parties to Treaties prohibiting such use, accept this
prohibition, agree to extend this

prohibition to the use of bacteriological methods of warfare
and agree to be bound as between themselves according to
the terms of this cleciaratioa.

The High Contracting Parties will
exert every effort to induce other

Government of the French Republic,
which will at once notify the deposit
of such ratification to each of the signatory and acceding Powers.
The instrument of ratification of
and accession to the present Protocol
will remain deposited in the archives

of the Government of the French
Republic.

The present Protocol will come
into force for each signatory Power
as from the date of deposit of its ratification, and from that inornent, each
Power will be bound as regards other
Powers which have already deposited
their ratifications.
WIINVSS WHY Ruor- the Plenipotentiaries have signed the present

Protocol.

Doscr. at Geneva in a single copy,

States to accede to the present Protocol. Such accession will be notified to

the seventeenth day of June,' One
Thousand
Nine
!lumina! and

the Government of the French Re-

Twenty-Five.
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Appendix VI

Revised Draft Convention for the Prohibition of Biological
Methods of Warfare and Accompanying Draft Security
Council Resolution Proposed by the United Kingdom at the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, August 26,
1969

THE STATES CONCLUDING haIS
CONVENTION, hereinafter referred to

DESIRING therefore to reinforce the
Geneva Protocol by the conclusion of

as the "Parties to the Convention".

a Convention making special provi-

RECALLING that many States have

become Parties to The Protocol for
the Prohibition of the Use in War of
Asphyxiating, Poisonous or other
Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on
17 Jone, 1925.
RECOGNISING the contribution that

the said Protocol has already made,
and continues to make, to mitigating
the horrors of war,
Rte.:m.1ml FURTHER United Nations Genera! Assembly Resolu...-ms

sion in this field,
DECLARING their belief that, in par-

ticular, provision should he made for

the prohibition of recourse to biological methods of al fare in any
circumstances,
I lAvE AGREED as follows:

Artide I. Each of the Parties to the
Convention undertakes, insofar as it
may not already be committed in that
respect under Treaties or other instruments in force prohibiting the use
of chemical and biological methods

22628 (XXI) of 5 December 1966,
and 2454A (XXIII) of 20 December
1968, which called for strict observance by all States of '-e principles
and objectives of the Geneva Proto-

of warfare, never in any circum-

col and invited ar. States to accede to

man, other animals, or crops, to en-

it,

stances, by making use for hostile pur-

poses of microbial or other biological
agents causing death, damage or dis-

ease by infection or infestation to
gage in biological methods of warfare.

144.1Evixo that chemical and biological discoveries should be used only

for the betterment of human life,
RECOGNISING nevertheless that the

development of scientific knowledge

throughout the world will increase
the risk of eventual use of biological
methods of warfare,
CONVINCED that such use would be

i4rticic II.

Each of the Parties to the
Convention undertakes:
1,a)

not to produce or otherwise
at quire, or assist in or permit
the ereduction or acquisition
of :

microbial or other biological agents of types

kind and that no effort should be

and in quantities that
have no inorpendent

spared to minimise this risk,

justification

repugnant to the conscience of Irian-
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phylactic or other
peaceful purposes;
(ii) ancillary equipment or

vectors the purpose of
which is to facilitate
the use of such agents
for hostile purposes;

(b) not to conduct, assist or permit research aimed at production of the kind prohibited in
sub-paragraph (a) of this
Article; and
(c) to destroy, or divert to peaceful purposes, within three

months after the Convention
comes into force for that Party,
any stocks in its possession of
such agents or ancillary equip-

ment or vectors as have been

produced or otherwise acquired for hostile purposes.
Article 111

1. Any Party to the Convention
which believes that biological methods of warfare hr-..ve been used against

it may lodge a complaint with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, submitting all evidenee at its
disposal in support of the complaint,

and re'quest that the complaint be
investigated and that a report on the
result of the investigation be submitted to the Security Council.

2. Any Party to the Convention
which believes that another Party has

acted in breach of its undertaking
under Articles I and II of the Convention, but sr. hich is not entitled to
lodge a complaint under Paragraph

I of this Article, may lodge a corm
plaint with the Security Council.
submitting RBI:vide:Ice at its disposal,

and request that the complaint he
investigated.

3. Each of the Parties to the Convention undertakes to co-operate fully

with the Secretary - General and his
authorised representatives in any in-

vestigation he may carry out, as a
Appendixes

result of a complaint, in accordance
with Security Council Resolution
No
1V. Each of the Parties to
the Convention affirms its intention
to provide or support appropriate assistance, in accordance with the
United Nations Charter, to any Party
Article

to the Convention, if the Security
Council concludes that biological

methods of warfare have been used
against that Party.
Earls of the Parties to the
Convention undertakes to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective
measures to strengthen the existing
constraints on chemical methods of
warfare.
Article V.

Article VI.

Nothing contained in

the present Convention shall be construed as in any way limiting or derogating fr nil obligations assumed by
any State under the Protocol for the

Prohibition of the Use in War of

Asphyxiating,

Poisonous or other
Gases, and of Bacteriological Nfethods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on
17 June, 1925.
Article VII.

[Provisions for amend-

ments,]
Article 1'111. [Provisions for Signature, Ratification, Entry into Force,

etc.]
Article IX

1. This Convention shall he of 11111

limited duration.
2. Each Party shall in exercising its

national sovereignty have the right
to withdraw from the Convention, if
it decides that extraordinary events.
related to the subject matter of this

Convention. have jeopardised the
supreme interests of its country. It
shall give notice of such withdrawal
to all other Parties to the Convention
and to the United Nations Security

Council three months in advance.
Such notice shall include a statement
of the extraordinary events it regards
49

as having jeopardised it supreme
interests.

Article X. (Provisions on languages
of texts, etc.]

Revised Draft Security Council Resolution
TUE SECURITY COUNCIL,

I. Requests the Secretary-General

WFICOMING the desire of a large
number of States to subscribe to the

(a) to take such measures as

Biological Methods of Warfare, and
thereby undertake never to engage in
such methods of warfare; to prohibit
the production arid research aimed at
the production of biological weapons;
and to destroy, or divert to peaceful
purposes, such % capons as may already be i their possession,

(i) to investigate without
delay any complaints

Convention for the Prohibition of

NOTING that under Al tide III of
the Convent:: n, Parties will have the

right to lodge complaints and to request that the complaints be
investigated,

the use of biological methods of
warfare,
NOTING further the declared inten-

tion of Parties to the Convention to
provide or support appropriate asin

lodged with him in accordance with Al tide
III.1 of the Convention;
(ii) if so requested by the

Security Council, to investigate any complaint
made in accordance with
Article I11.2 of the Convention; and
(b) to report to the Security

Council on the result of

RrecroNisING the need, if confidence in the Convention is to be established, for appropriate arrangements to be made in advance for the
investigation of any such complaints,
and the particular need for urgency
in the investigation of complaints of

sistance,

will enable him

accordance with

the

Charter, to any other Party to the
Convention, if the Security Council
concluded that biological methods of
warfare have been used against that
Party,

any such investigation.

2. Declares its readiness to give
urgent consideration

(a) to any complaint that may
be lodged with it under Article

111.2

of the Conven-

tion; and
(b) to any report that the Secretary-General may submit

in accordance with operative paragraph
of this
Resolution on the result of
Iris investigation of a complaint; and if it concludes
that the complaint is Well1

founded. to consider urgently n hat action it :

Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace

take or tecommend in accordance with the Chatter.
3. Calls upon Member States and
upon Specialised Agencies of the
United Nations to co-oi-terate as appropriate with the Secretary-General
for the fulfillment of the purposes of

and security,

this Resolution.

REAFFIRSIING in particular the inherent right, recognised under Article

51 of the Charter, of individual and
collertive self-defence if an armed
attack occurs against a Member of
the United Nations, until the Security
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Appendix VII

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and United States of
America Draft Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement
of Nuclear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction Dn the Seabed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil
Thereof (Revised), October 30, 1969

The States Parties to this Treaty,
Recognising the common interest
of mankind in the progress of the exploration and vse of the seabed and
the ocean floor for peaceful purposes,

Considering that the prevention of

a nuclear arms race on the seabed
and the ocean floor serves the interests of maintaining world peace, reduces international tensions, and
strengthens friendly relations among
Slates,

Convinced that this Treaty con-

Article 1

1. The States Parties to this Treaty
undertake not to emplant or emplace

on the seabed and the ocean floor
and in the subsoil thereof beyond the
maximum contiguous zone provided
for in the 1958 Geneva Convention

on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone any objects with nuclear weapons or any other types of
weapons of mass destruction, as well
as structures, launching installations
or any other facilities specifically de-

signed for storing, testing or using

stitutes a step towards the exclusion of

st, ch weapons.

the seabed, the ocean floor and the
subsoil thereof from the anns race,
and detennined to continue negotiations concerning further measures

2. The undertakings of paragraph
of this Article shall also apply
within the contiguous zone referred
to in paragraph 1 of this Article, except that within that zone they shall
not apply to the coastal state.

leading to this end,

Convinced that this Treaty constitutes a step towards a treaty on general and complete disonnament under strict and effective international
control, and determined to continue
negotiations to this end,

Convinced that this Treaty will
further the purposes and principles of

the Charter of the United Nations,
in a manner consistent with the principles of international law and with-

out infringing the freedoms of the
high seas,

Have agreed as
Appendixes
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:3. The States Parties to this Treaty
undertake not to assist, encourage or
induce any State to commit actions
prohibited by this Treaty and not to
participate in any other way in s,tch
actions.
Article 11

1. For the purpose of this Treaty
the outer limit of thr contiguous zone
referred to in Article I shall be meas-

ured in accordance wit), the provisions of Part 1. Section II of the
19511 Geneva Convention

the Ter51
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and United States of
America Draft Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement
of Nuclear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Seabed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil
Thereof (Revised), October 30, 1969

The States Parties to this Treaty,
Recognising the common interest
of mankind in the progress of the exploration and use of the seabed and
the ocean floor for peaceful purposes,
Considering that the prevention of

a nuclear arms race on the seabed
and the ocean floor serves the interests of maintaining world peace, reduces international tensions, and
strengthens friendly relations among
States,

Convinced that this Treaty con-

Article I

1. The States Parties to this Treaty
undertake not to emplant or emplace

on the seabed and the ocean floor
and in the subsoil thereof beyond the
maximum contiguous zone provided
for in the 1958 Geneva Convention

on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone any objects with nuclear weapons or any other types of
weapons of mass destruction, as well
as structures, launching installations
or any other facilities specifically de-

signed for storing, testing or using

stitutes a step towards the exclusion of

such weapons.

the seabed, the ocean floor and the
subsoil thereof from the arms race,
and determined to continue negotiations concerning further measures

2. The undertakings of paragraph
of this Article shall also apply
within the contiguous zone referred
to in paragraph 1 of this Article, except that within that zone they shall
not apply to the coastal state.
3. The States Parties to this Treaty
undertake not to assist, encourage or
induce any State to commit actions
prohibited by this Treaty and not to
participate in any other way in such

leading to this end,

Convinced that this Treaty constitutes a step towards a treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and effective international
control, and determined to continue
negotiations to this end,

Convinced that this Treaty ',sill
further the purposes and principles of

the Charter of the United Nations,
in a manner consistent with the principles of international law and with-

out infringing the freedoms of the
high seas,
I las c agreed as follows:

Appendixes
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actions.

Article II
1. For the purpose of this 'Freaky
the outer limit of the contiguous zone
referred to in Article I shall be meas-

ured in accordance with the provisions of Fart 1, Section 11 of the
1958 Geneva Convention on the l'er51

ri to r: al Sea and the Contiguous Zone

and in accordance with international
law.

2. Nothing in this Treaty shall be
interpreted as supporting or prejudic-

ing the position of any State Party

with respect to rights or claims which
such State Party may assert, or with
respect to recognition or nonrecognition of rights or claims asserted by any

other State, related to waters off its
coasts, Cr to the seabed and the oc an
.

floor.

Article 111

In order to promote the objectives and ensure the observance of the

provisions of this Treaty, the States
Parties to the Treaty shall have the
right to verify the activities of other

States Parties to the Treaty on the
seabed and the ocean floor and in the
subsoil thereof beyond the maximum
contiguous zone, referred to in Article
I, if these activities raise doubts concerning the fulfillment of the obligations assumed under this Treaty,
without interfering with such activities or otherwise infringing rights

Any State Party to the
Treaty may propose amendments to
this Treaty. Amendments shall enter
into force for each State Party to the
Article 11".

Treaty accepting the amendments
upon their acceptance by a majority
of the States Parties to the Treaty and
thereafter for each remaining State
Party on the date of acceptance by it.
Article I'. rive years after the entry
into force of this Treaty, a conference
of Parties to the Treaty shall be held
in Geneva, Switzerland, in order to

review the operation of this Treaty
with a view to assuring that the purposes of the preamble and the provisions of the Treaty are being
realized. Such review shall take into
account any relevant technological
developments. The review conference
shall determine in accordance with

the views of a majority of

those

Parties attending whether and when
an additional review conference
shall be convened.
1'1. Each Party to this
Treaty shall in exercising its national

Article

sovereignty have the right to withrecognized under international law, draw from this Treaty if it decides
including the freedoms of the high that extraordinary events related to
the subject matter of this Treaty have
seas.
jeopardized the supreme interests of

2. The right of verification recognized

by the

States Parties in

paragraph of this Article may be
exe:cised by any State Party using its
own means or with the assistance of
any other State Party.
1

3. The States Parties to the Treaty
undertake to consult and cooperate
with a v:eav to removing doubts concerning the fulfillment of the obligations assumed under this Treaty. In
the event that consultation and cooperation have not removed the

doub:s and there is serious question
concerning the fulfillment of the obli-

gations assum xi under this Treaty,
States Parties to this Treaty may, in
accordance with the provisions of the
Charter of the United Nations, refer
the 'natter to he Security Council.
52
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its Country. It shall give notice of
such withdrawal to all other Parties
to the Treaty and to the United Nations Security Council three months
in advance. Such notice shall include
a statement of the extraordinary
events it considers to have jeopardized
its supreme interests.

Avila.' VII
1. This Treaty shall be open for
signature to all States. Any State
which does not sign the Treaty before its entry into force in accordance
with paragraph 3 of this Article may
accede to it at any time.

2. This Treaty shall he subject to
ratification by signatory States. instruments of ratification and of accesACPA NINTH ANNVAI, REPORT

sion shall be deposited with thc Govwhich arc
ernments of
hereby designated the Depositary
Governnic nts.

into force of this Treaty, and of the
receipt of other notices.
6. This Treaty shall be registered
by the Depositary Governments pltr-

3. This Treaty shall enter into

stiant to Article 102 of the Charter

force after the deposit of instruments
of ratification by twenty-two Governments, including the Governments
designated as Depositary Governments of this Treaty.

Ariinrc FM. This Treaty, the Eng-

of the United Nations.

4. For States whose instruments of
ratification or accession are deposited
after the entry into force of this

lish, Russian, Fiends, Spanish and
Chinese texts of which arc equally
authentic, shall be deposited in the
archives of the Depositaly Cavern merits. Duly certified copies of this
Treaty shall be transmitted by the

struments of ratification or accession.

Depositary Governments to the Governments of the States signatory and
acceding !hereto.

Treaty it shall cuter into force on
the date of the deposit of their hi5. The Depositary Governments
shall forthwith notify the Governments of all Status signatory and ac-

ceding to this Treaty of the date of
each signature, of the date of deposit

of each instrument of iatification or
of accession, of the date of the entry

Appindixes

IN 'WITNESS whereof the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto,
have signed this Treaty.

Dom: in

at

day of _.
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Appendix VIII

The Social Science Advisory Board

Chairman
PHILIP MOSELY

Professor of International
Relations and Director of the
European Institute at
Columbia University
New York, N.Y.

GORDON A. CRAIG

Professor of History at
Stanford University
Stanford, Calif.
W. PHILLIPS DAVISON

Professor of Journalism and
Members
ABRAM BERGSON

Sociology

Columbia University
New York, N. Y.

Professor of Economics at

Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass.
URIE BP.ONFENBRENNEY.

Professor of Psychology and of
Child Development and Family
Relationships at
Cornell University
Ithaca, N.Y.
\VILLIAM M. CAPRON

Associate Dean
John F. Kennedy School
of Government
Ilarward University
Cainbridge, Mass.

E. ADAMSON HOEBEL

Professor of Anthropology
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minn.
ALICE LANGLEY HSIEH

Institute for Defense Analyses
Arlington, Va.
Moms JANON'177.
Professor of Sociology at the
University of Chicago
Chicago, Ill.
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Appendix IX

ACDA Depository Libraries

Alaska

University of Alaska
University Library
College, Alaska 99735
Arizona

Arizona State University
University Library
Tempe, Ariz. 85281
Arkansas
University of Arkansas
University Library
Reference Department
Fayetteville, Ark. 72701

California
Claremont Colleges
I lonnold Library
Documents Department
Claremont, Calif. 91711
Los Angeles Public Library
630 West Fifth Street
Los Angeles, Calif. 90017

San Francisco Public Library
Civic Center
San Francisco, Calif. 94102
San Jose State College
College Library
Documents Department
San Jose, Calif. 95114

University of California
General Library
Documents Department
Berkeley, Calif. 94720
University of California
University Library

Government Documents Department
Davis, Calif. 95616
University of California
University Library
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
Colo redo
Denver Public. Library
1357 Broadway
Denver, Colo. 80203
U.S. Air Force Academy
Academy Library
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901
University of Colorado Libraries
Government Documents Division
Boulder, Colo. 80302
Connecticut
Olin College
College Library
Middletown, Conn.

06157

Vale University Library
University 1.ibrary, Documents
New haven, Conn, 06520
Delaware

Stanford University
Law Library
Serials Department
Stanford, Calif. 91305

University of Delaware Library
Government Documents Department

Stanford University
Hoover Institute, Librarian
Stanford, Calif. 91305

Aine.ican UniNTr5ity
University Library
Washington, D.C. 20016
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Newark, IA.

19711

Diitrict of Columbia
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Georgetown University
University Library
Washington, D.C. 20007

Indiana State University
Cunningham Memorial Library
Terre Haute, Ind. 47809

Howard University
Founders Library
Washington, D.C. 20001

Purdue University
General Library
Memorial Center
Lafayette, end. 47907

Library of Congress
AC DA Bibliography Section
Washington, D.C. 20450

Florida
St. Johns River Jr. College
College Library
Palatka, Fla. 32077
Georgia

Emory University
University Library
Documents Center
Atlanta, Ga. 30322
University of Georgia
University Libraries
Documents Division
Athens, Ga. 30601

Hawaii
University of Ilawaii
University Library
Government Dormnents Collection
Honolulu, I Iawaii 96822

Idaho
Idaho State University
University Library
Documents Department
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
Illinois

Chicago Public Library
78 E. Washington Street
Chicago, Ill. 60602
University of Chicago Library
Documents Department
Chicago, Ill. 60637

Indiana
Indiana University
University Library
Documents Section
Bloomington, Ind. 47401
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Iowa
Iowa State University
University Library
Government Documents
Ames, Iowa

50010

Kansas

Kansas State University
University Library
Documents Department
Manhattan, Kans. 66502
Wichita State University
University Library, Documents
Wichita, Kans. 67208
Kentucky
Louisville Free Public Library
Fourth and York Streets
Louisville, Ky. 40203
University of Kentucky
Margaret I. King Library
Lexington, Ky. 40506
Western Kentucky University
Margie I lam Library
Bowling Green, Ky. 42101
l.ouiciana

New Orleans Public Library
219 Loyola Avenue
New Orleans, I.a. 70140
.Maine

University of Maine
Raymond IL Gogler Library
Orono, Maine 01473
Morylond
Enoch Pratt Free Library
400 Cathedral Street
Baltimore, Aid, 20201

toucher College
College Library
Towson
Baltimore, ;lid.

21204
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Southeast Missouri State College
Kent Library
Government Documents
Cape Girardeau, Mo. 63701

U.S. Naval Academy
Academy Library
Annapolis, Md. 21402

University of Maryland
McKeldin Library
College Park, Md. 20740

University of Missouri
University Library, Documents
Columbia, Mo. 65201

Afassachusetts

Montana

Boston Public Library
Copley Square
Boston, Mass. 02117

University of Montana Library
Documents Department
Missoula, Mont, 59801

Harvard University

Center for International Affairs Library
Cambridge, Mass.

02138

Massachusetts Institute of
nology
M.I.T. Libraries
Documents Section/14E-210
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Michigan
Detroit Public Library
5201 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Mich. 48202
Michigan State University
University Library
East Lansing, Mich. 48823
University of Michigan
General Library
Serials and Documents Section
Mn Arbor, Mich. 18104
1Vayner State University

Director of Libraries
Detroit, Mich. 48202

Minnesoir
Minneapolis Public Library
300 Nicol let Avenue
Minneapolis, Minn. 55101
ississippi

Tech-

Nebraska
University of Nebraska
University Libraries
Acquisition Department
Lincoln Nebr, 68508

Nevada
University of Nevada
University Library
Government Publications
Department
Reno, Nev. 89507

New Hampshire
Dartmouth College
Baker Library
Hanover, N.1 I. 03755
New Jersey

Princeton University
University Library
Documents Division
Princeton, N.J. 08540
New Mexico
University of Ness. Mexico

Zimmerman Library
Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87106

Mississippi State University
University Library
State College, Miss. 39762

Ness. Mexico State University
University Library
Las Cruces, N. Mex. 88001

Missouri

New York

St. Louis Public Library
Olive, 13th and 14th Streets
St. Louis, Mo. 63103

Cornell University Libraries
(1crirral Serial Record Deprtincert
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850
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Dag Hammarskjold Library
United Nations
Acquisitions Section
New York, N.Y. 10017
New York Public Library
Fifth Avenue and 42d Street
New York, N.Y. 10017
State University of New York
University Library
Documents Section
Binghamton, N.Y. 13901
U.S. Military Academy
Academy Library
West Point, N.Y. 10996
United States Mission
U.N. Library, 799 U.N. Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10017

North Carolina

Oklahoma

Oklahoma State University
University Library
Documents Division
Stillwater, Okla. 74074
Oregon

University of Oregon
Cffice of Federal Government
Relations

Eugene, avg. 97403
Pennsylvania
Bryn Mawr College
College Library
Ellyn Mawr, Pa. 19010

Free Library of Philadelphia
Logan Square
Philadelphia, Pa. 19144

Duke University
William Perkins Library
Durham, N.C. 27706

University of Pennsylvania
University Library
Serials Department
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

University of North Carolina
University Library
BA/SS Division
Chapel I u ll, N.C. 27514

University of Pittsburgh
Ililhnan Library, G- 8
Pittsburgh, Pa. 1.5213

North Dakota
University of North Dakota
University Law Library
Grand Forks, N.D. 58201

Rhode island

Ohio

South Carolina

Batelle Memorial Institute
ACTIAC
Columbus, Ohio 43201

Clemson University
University Library

Bowling 1.;reen University
University Library
Bowling Green, Ohio 43102

Tenne.,see

Cleveland Public Library
325 Superior Avenue, N.F.

Brown University
University Library Documents
Providence, R.I. 02912

Clemson, S.C.

29631

Joint University Libraries
Acquisitions Department
Nashville, Trim. 37203

Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Texas

Oberlin College
College Library
Oberlin, Ohio 41074

Baylor University
Un:versity Library
Waco, Tex. 76706
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Dallas Public Library
1951 Commerce Street
Dallas, Tex. 75201
Rice University
Fondren Library
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, Tex. 77001

Vest Virginia University
University Library
Documents Collection
Morgantown, W. Va. 26506
Wisconsin

University of Texas
University Library, Documents
Austin, Tex. 78712

Milwaukee Public Library
814 West Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wis. 53233

Virginia

Switzerland

Defense Documtniation Center,
Headquarters
Cameron Station
Alexandria, Va. 22314

United Nations
Palais des Nations Library
Geneva, Switzerland

University of Virginia
Alderman Library
Public Documents
Charlottesville, Va. 22901

U.S. Mission
CCD, 80 rue de Lausanne
Geneva, Switzerland

Washington

Seattle Public Library
4th and Madison
Seattle, Wash. 98101
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Appendix X

Officia!s of the Agency

Director
GERARD C. SMITH

Deputy Director
PHILIP J. "'ARLEN

Assistant Director, Inlet national
Relations Bureau

Assistant Director, Science and
Technology Bureau

JAMES F. LEONARD

SPURGEON M. KEENS', Jr.

Deputy

Deputy

ARTHUR R. DAY

SIDNEY N. GRAVBEAL

.-issistant Director,
Weapons Evaluation and
Control Bureau

Assistant Director,
Economics Bureau
ROBERT H, B. WADE

JOHN J. DAvis, Lt. Gen., USA

Deputy

Deputy

WALTEr, L. DEEMER

(Vacant)

General Counsel

Public Affairs Adviser

WII LIAM W. HANCOCK

N Enyti I F: E. NURDNESS

Deputy

Deputy

CHARLES N. VAN DOREN

RALPH STUART SNIITH

Executive Director
JOHN GEORGE BACON

Dept: ty
END- RY J. ADAMS

Speevrt Assist 70 to the

Counselor

Director ard Eveeut,ve
Secretor)

EWRENCE D. WI-

R
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